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EXECUTIVE SUMMRRY - 
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Government agriculture and fisheries officials and 
senior scientista in Aaia expressed virtuelly universal 
approval of the concept of creating a CGIAR-aponaored 
~quanuiture research network in Aaia, and of the priorities 
suggested on apeciea and research areaa. Nearly all of those 
interviewed expreaaed intereat in having unita of the network 
in their countries, end many offered facilities and help. 
Brief deacriptiona are given of aquaculture research 
inatitutiona and regional organizations in relation to their 
poaaible participation in the network. 
The concept of the proposed network is to help the, very 
numeroua small farmers of the tropical leaaer developed world 
by encouraging them to include fish ponds on their farma, and 
by improving the productivity and profitability of existing 
ponds. Emphasis is suggested to be on carpa and tilapiaa and 
on integrated agriculture/pond dynamica and genetics atudiea. 
The CGIAR network would consist of a central reaearch/aanage- 
ment unit, two principal research unita in the Philippines 
and Thailand, a small number (initially> of national 
aquaculture research inatitutiona working under contract, and 
a number of developed country universities: linka are 
euggeated with certain of the existing CGIAR centera. 
Consideration ahould be given to the eatabliahnent of a 
genetics reaeerch unit in Africe aa aoon aa conditiona there 
make that fearible. In any case, atrong eaphaaia la pieced on 
the necessity of studies of how to transfer the reaulta of 
the reaeerch to farmers in Africa end Latin America. The new 
network would be independent, self-governing and autonomous. 
One center would concentrate on an intenaive atudy of 
the nutrition of pond fiah in terra of the contribution of 
naturally-occurring fooda, and the dynamics of fiah pond 
ayatema in teraa of an understanding of the effecta of 
farming practicea. The other center would perform genetics 
reaeerch to overcome the present handicap caused by the use 
of inferior strains of fiah in pond culture. 
Very aubatantisl increases in the productivity of fiah 
ponds are expected from both kinda of research propoaed here: 
this view ia supported by results already obtained. 
It is proposed that the International Center for Living 
Aquatic Resourcea Menegement (ICLARM) be deaignated aa the 
central core unit, with the responsibility of taking part in 
the research and of coordinating the activities of the net- 
work. The agriculture/pond research unit would be placed on 
the canpua of the Aaian Institute of Technology near Bangkok, 
and the genetica research unit adJacent to the Univeraity of 
the Philippines at Loa Banoa. A era11 number of national 
research institutions are named aa poaaible members of the 
network, aa are aome developed country univeraitiea and CGIAR 
centera. Emphasis is placed on the desirability of taking 
advantage of the progreaa made by regional organizationa, 
eapecislly the Network of Aquaculture Centers in Asia (NACA). 
Coat eatimetea are provided: 53 million for eatabliah- 
Rent coats and 52.8 million per year for running costs. 
- 
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INTRODUCTION 
Thia report wea prepared at the requeat of the Technical 
Advisory Committee <TAC> of the Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). At its 42nd 
Meeting in Montpellier, France, the Committee decided to aak 
for additional information on *'--the organization and mode of 
operation of an international aquaculture research effort 
under CGIAR auapicea." This would include: 
"(a). views of NARS on the selected priority groups of 
species and research areas; 
(b). auitability and willingneaa of inatitutiona‘lto 
serve as physical base for a CGIAR-entity: 
('2). attitudes towards and resource8 for network par- 
ticipation." 
Information on these points waa gathered during visits 
to the Philippinea, Thailand, Japan and China (11 through 
contacts with government authorities responsible for 
aquaculture, fisheries and agriculture policy, (21 from 
acientiata and adminiatretora in national and privete 
laboratories and universities, and (3) from leadera of the 
principal inter-governmental fiahery/aquaculture 
organizetiona in Aaia. In addition, a meeting waa held in 
Bangkok at the FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific 
of government officiala and acientiata of several countries 
in the region. An examination wea made of facilities at a 
number of inatitutiona. 
The priority apeciea and rreaa of research referred to 
in point (a). above were proposed in a document entitled 
"Priority Research in Aquaculture". Thia waa diacuaaed at the 
42nd Meeting of TAC held in Roae, Italy from 16-24 March, 
1987. In that report it waa suggested that the greatest 
impact on the productivity and efficiency of amall fish 
farmers over the developing world could be obtained through 
strategic research on three groupa of apeciea: the carpa, 
tilapias and catfiahea, and that four areas of research 
deaerved priority attention: nutrition, genetica, diaeaae, 
and reproduction/controlled breedinglaeed production. 
Later, in October 1987, a visit waa made to Abidlan, 
Cote d'lvoire, to attend a meeting of organizations providing 
aaaiatance to African fisheries and aquaculture. Information 
obtained there is appended to thia report. 
. d 
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VIEWS OF COUNTRIES IN THE REGION ON THE CONCEPT OF AN 
INTBRNATIONAL AQUACULTURE RESEARCH NETWORK - 
Views on the proposed concept of an international 
aquaculture research network were solicited from as many 
interested Asian countries aa possible. Interviews were held 
with officials in the Philippines, Thailand, Japan and China. 
In addition a meeting waa held in Bangkok in the offices of 
the FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific which was 
attended by officials from Thailand, India, Indonesia and 
Pakistan. In aome casea these country representatives were 
able to express the official views of their governments, 
while in others the opinions were statements of technical or 
research policy. 
Views were sought on the appropriateness to national 
needs and policies of the suggestions made by TAC on research 
focus: 1. that the principal clients should be the amall- 
scale farmers; 2. that the research be focuaaed initially on 
fresh water pond culture in the tropics: 3. that the species 
groups to be intensively studied initially should be the 
carps, the tilapiaa and the catfishes: 4. that the areas of 
research should initially be nutrition, genetics, disease 
control and reproductive physiology. 
The officials were also asked whether their country 
would be interested in acting aa host for one of the inatit- 
utiona that might be part of an aquaculture research network 
if one were created: either aa one of the principal centers 
or a satellite center. If ao, they were asked to indicate 
what strengthening their institutiona might need, and what 
contributions they might be able to make to the activity. 
The Philip~inea --- ----- w-m- 
In the Philippinea interviews were held in Los Banoa 
with Dr R.D.Guerrero, of the Philippine Council of Agricul- 
tural and Resourcea Research and Development <PCARRD); and in 
Manila with Juanito B. Malig, Director of the Bureau of Fiah- 
eriea and Aquatic Reaourcea (BFAR). 
Dr Guerrero expressed strong approval of the concept of 
a CGIAR-supported aquaculture research initiative. He said 
that the emphasia on the aaall-scale farmer is exactly 
consonant with Philippine national policy. The Government 
has embarked on mayor land reforma, which will include the 
creation of small (ca. 7 hectare) farms. Farrera are being -- 
encouraged to include fish ponds on their farms to provide 
animal protein for their own consumption (fish la a much 
cheaper source than livestock) and to earn some cash income., 
Integrated pond culture, involving the use of waste products 
from crops and poultry or livestock to increase the fertility 
of the ponds@ is an important mechanism for realizing the 
national goela of alleviating the poverty of the small 
farmer. 
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The apeciea suggested for initial research (carpa, 
tilapiaa and catfishes) fit well with Phillipine national 
policy. The tilapias are of special interest because they 
feed low -on the food chain and they are popular with 
consumers: hatcheries exiat here for production of seed. 
Dr Guerrero expreaaed the view that research should be 
about equally divided between fundamental strategic atudiea 
of the dynamics of fish ponds, and fish genetica. The pond 
ponds atudiea should include inveatigationa of the flow of 
energy and of the principal nutritive elements in the ponds 
resulting from different management manipulations: e.g,, 
combinations of species, stocking rates, feeda and feeding 
regimes. Thus the empheaia would be on nutrition, with inputs 
from several other disciplines. Experiments have been conduc- 
ted at Los Banoa on the combination of fiah and rice farming. 
Genetics research is important in the long term, to improve 
the broodstock. The research work should relate closely to 
relevant work at the universities. And training should be an 
active component of the program, to upgrade local manpower in 
basic research skills. Some of the local universities are 
short of trained scientists. 
Dr Guerrero offered the full cooperation of his organiz- 
ation, including the provision or sharing of laboratory and 
pond facilitiee and of expertise. 
Mr Malig expressed approval of the concept of CGIAR- 
supported research. In addition to the three species groups 
suggested, he would like to see research on prawn culture. 
In Los Banoa a meeting was held with Dr M.S.Swaminathan, 
Director-General of the International Rice Research Instit- 
ute <IRRI>, a CGIAR center. He expreseed approval of the 
poaaibllity of an aquaculture research network eatabliahing a 
lead center in Los Banoa, and promised cooperation and help 
if this ahould come about. 
Thailand -------- 
In Thailand a meeting was held with Dr Bung-Orn 
Saisithi, Deputy Director-General of the Department of 
Fisheries: Dr KitJar Jayen, Director of the National Inland 
Fisheries Institute <NIFf>, Department of Fisheries attended 
the meeting held at the PA0 Regional Office for Asia and the 
Pacific in Bangkok.. 
Dr Bung-Orn stated that she was "very glad to hear about 
the CGIAR aquaculture research proposal". The emphasis on 
providing assistance for the small farmer ia exactly that of 
her Government. Her Department is making determined efforts 
to persuade and help small farmers to raise fish in con]unc- 
tion with their land farming: it has spent millions of baht 
in this effort and would welcome help from an international 
research effort, 
She expressed approval of initial concentration on carps 
and tilapiaa, which are the principal fiahea in the Thai 
marketplace: carp is preferred but tilapia is not far behind 
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and the Department ia promoting its culture. Dr Bong-Orn 
stated that research leading to a better understandlng of the 
sequence of biological and chemical eventa in fiah ponds is 
essential for improving productivity. She also expressed 
approval of the proposed genetics research, saying that 
solutions are needed for problems of slow growth and ultxmate 
size of tilapiaa. NIFI is beginning work on the genetics of 
tllapias and would welcome assistance. 
Dr KitJar, Director of NIFI, asked clarification on the 
proposed inter-relationship between the CGIAR network and 
research institutions like his own, and with exiating 
regional cooperative efforts like thoae of the FAOIUNDP 
Network of Aqueculture Centers in Asia (NACA). the Southeast 
Asian Fishery Development Center (SEAFDEC) and the proJected 
Association of Southeast Asian Nationa (ASEAN) fishery 
research and development effort. He was assured that the 
kind of research proposed for the new network would be of a 
different character from that of national institutions and of 
the cooperative efforts of the existing network8 he had 
mentioned; also that it would in no way dimfnish those or 
other ongoing efforts but would instead complement and 
support them in a number of concrete ways. 
Dr KitJar stated that the policy of the Thai Government 
is to welcome any international research organization. Much 
research is necessary on aquaculture problems, and he 
believe8 that the proposed network would be of help to hi8 
institution. The three species groups proposed are the moat 
popular and important cultured fishes in Thailand. He would 
like to aee the freshwater prawn, nacrobrachium, added to the 
list. The research areaa propoaed are also of priority 
interest, being those on which Thai scientists have been 
concentrating. 
Dr KitJar offered the cooperation of his Institute, 
which has a large and competent staff and good equipment. He 
would like his staff to have the advantage of contact with 
CGIAR staff and to receive advanced training. 
Indonesia ------e-e 
Dr Hardjaaulia Atmad]a, from the Research Institute for 
Freahwater Fisheries, Bogor, Indoneeia, attended the meeting 
at the FAO office in Bangkok. 
He expressed strong support for the CGIAR network 
concept. It ia in line with the Indonesian five-year program 
for aquaculture research development. Indonesia is trying to 
strengthen its research capacity, and would welcome help in 
this endeavor. The three species groups are all being studied 
in Indonesia. Tilapia is the major food fish there, and carps 
(Puntius and the common carp) are also important. He would e----e- 
like to see the freshwater prawn, macrobrachium. added to the 
priority list. The areas of research proposed are those of 
importance to Indonesia. The country is a member of the 
networks on genetics and fish disease supported by the Inter- 
national Development Research Center <IDRC>. He would alao 
like to see research conducted on water quality management 
- 
- and on feed technology. 
Aquaculture research in Indonesia la carried on by three 
inatftutions, concentrating respectively on freshwater, 
bracklahueter and marine apecles problema. A aerioua 
constraint is a shortage of trained senior ScientLsts, and 
training at the advanced level 1s needed. Dr AtmadJa offered 
the cooperation of the national research stations, including 
use of pond8 and other facilities. 
India --MN- 
Dr P.V. Dehadral, Deputy Director-General (Fisher'iea), 
Indian Council of Agriculture Research, New Delhi, attended 
the meeting at the FAO office. 
Dr Dehadrhi asked for assurance that the proposed CGIAR- 
sponsored network would not interfere with ongoing national 
and regional aquaculture research and development programs. 
Having been reassured on this point he uelcomed the interest 
of the Consultative Group, and said that the concept is in 
line with Indian policy. Aquaculture is important in India, 
and this is reflected by the fact that the country may have a 
separate MiniStry of FiSherie soon. Funding and policy 
support, which have been Short in the part, are improving. 
Dr Dehadrai disagreed with the emphasis on tilapiaa aa 
species for research priority. Indian 8cientist8 are afraid 
that the introduction of these species will damage the 
aquatic ecoay8tems, and such introduction8 are banned in the 
country. Carp are the moat important; Catfish need research, 
and he would like to see Shrimps given as high a priority as 
any species group. He agreed with the Suggested area8 of 
research, and would like to see nutrition given priority. 
Dr Dehadrai made especially generous promises of 
cooperation with a CGIAR network, offering *'to provide all 
necessary facilities.** At the Dhauli institution, which also 
serves as the Lead Center for NACA, research is devoted 
exclusively to fresh water aquaculture; it has over 1000 
ponds. The Department would be willing to provide ponds and 
other facilities designed to CGIAR requirements. 
India suffers from diffu8ion of research effort, 
according to Dr Dehadrai. It would benefit by aaaociation 
with the proposed CGIAR network. 
Pakistan -P-e---- 
Dr Akhtar Naaim, Deputy Director Research (Fi8herie8~ 
of the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabed, 
attended the meeting at the FAO office. 
Dr Nasim strongly supported the CGIAR research network 
concept, and stated that he would like to have Pakistan 
participate in its activities: a CGIAR initiative would have 
great positive effect on Pakistani aquaculture research. The 
carp8 are the moat important apeciea in Pakistan, while 
ti~apias are less important and are regarded as potentially 
dangerous. Yet they are seen to hold great promise, and there 
is some tilapia culture under way In that country. Dr Nnaia 
would like to see research on ways to prevent overpopulation 
and other ecological threata. The suggested research thrusts 
are consistent with the need8 of Pakistan. He would welcome 
work on low-cost feeds: he would like to see work on 
reservoir fisheries in addition to that on pond culture. 
Pakistan also needs research on economica, including 
marketing, and high level training for its scientists. 
JaEan -- -- 
Meetings were held in Tokyo with Susunu Inoue and-others 
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and with Dr Masuru 
FuJiye, Director-General, Tokai Regional Fisheries Research 
Laboratory, and members of his staff. In Nansei, Mie 
Prefecture, meetings were held with Dr Ikuo Ikeda. Director- 
General of the National Research Institute of Aquaculture, Dr 
Jiro Tanaka, Chief, Research Planning and Coordination of the 
Institute, and members of the staffs et both the freshwater 
and marine research units. 
Mr Inoue expressed Japan's reservations about the 
proposed CGIAR initiative, saying thet his country was afraid 
that it might dilute the Consultative Group efforts with 
existing centers. Other Ministry and Fishery Agency officials 
expressed concern about duplication of SEAFDEC efforts. Japan 
has a long record of assisting bilateral and regional efforts 
in aquaculture, and expects to continue this. Approval and 
funding must come from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Dr Fujiya stated that Japan is doing much lea8 research 
on fresh water than on coastal aquaculture, and is 
concentrating on intensive ayatens of high priced species 
rather than on those of special interest to the CGIAR. But 
some fresh water work is under uay, including research on 
tilapia and carp. His institution and others in Japan could 
provide experts on short term loans to Asian research 
laboratories. Japanese institutions accept many trainees. 
Foraal linkages are through the International Cooperation 
Section of the Fishery Agency. 
The National Research Institute for Aquaculture in Mei 
Prefecture consists of two impressive units for freshwater 
and coastal studies. The freshwater unit has 15 scientific 
staff and the coastal unit 33. Some work is being done on 
tilapie and carp, including research on genetics and 
nutrition of these species. These institutions have sent 
staff for short periods (usually 3-4 months) to Southeast 
Asian countries, and have accepted trainees. 
Chins -w--w 
Neetings were held in Wuxi with Dr Guo Xianzhen, 
Director of the Freshwater Fisheries Research Centre of the 
Chinese Academy of Fishery Sciencea, and of the Asian-Pacific 
Regional Training Centre for Xntegrated Fish Farming, and 
with Dr Hu Baotong, Associate Director of both of these 
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Centres. 
These scientists expressed strong support for the concept 
of the CGIAR aquaculture reseerch network, since it fits well 
with the aims and policies of China In this field. They 
believe an institute like that conceived would help to 
support their research program. They approved of the emphasis 
on help for the small farmer, since the policy of China is to 
contribute to the development of greater quantitiea of 
inexpensive fish protein. 
Their reaearch has been mostly on the carpa, but they 
are also interested in tilapia since they include these 
fishes in all of their polyculture trials, involving up to 
aeven species of carpa and one of tilapia. They have intro- 
duced three species of tilapia into Chine for this purpoae, 
end heve also produced some valuable hybrids. 
Dr Guo and Dr Hu suggested that the moat useful kind of 
research for the prolected network would be to gain a better 
understanding of the biology and chemical processes in fish 
ponds. This would include tracing the pathways of the 
principal nutrient elements, and the chenges that occur in 
the biological, chemical and physical regime of the ponds 
following various treetments. Of great importance is to 
understand the recycling of energy flow through the pond/fish 
system. This kind of work is widely inter-disciplinery. Their 
research has included trials on raising fish with deepwater 
rice. Their work in genetics has included development of 
cold-resistant strains of tilapia. 
If the proposed CGIAR network is organized their 
Institute could provide expertise and knowledge to other 
Asian countries on polyculture and integrated crop/livestock/ 
fish culture. They have recently sent technical advisors to 
Nali and Algeria and will aend others to Bangladeah end India 
this year. The Research end Training Centre for Integrated 
Fish Farming is also the lead Center for the UNDP/FAO Network 
of Aquaculture Centers in Aaia. Training would be evailable 
there for participanta in a CGIAR network; teaching is in 
English. 
Their Institute needs advanced training, especially in 
genetics. They also need training in administretion. 
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AQUAUULTURh RE%EAROH INSTITUTION% 
- 
ASIA 
THP PHILIPPINt 
Fish farming is a significant ectivity in the 
Philippines and this importance is reflected by active 
research and training conducted ln many institutions. 
Filipino aquaculture scientists have a reputation of b:ing 
easy to work with end having a high investigative capacity. 
University of &h_e PhiligE&qqs & &gs @aEqg tUPLg1 --------- ----- 
This ii-favorably located near Manila. It has ample land 
and a good water supply, and is increasing its interest in 
and facilities for aquaculture research. It is adjacent to 
the CGIAR International Rice Research Institute (IRRI>. 
Offices of the Philippine Council for Agricultural and 
Resources Research end Development (PCARRD), which promises 
to have a considerably greeter role in fish culture research 
in the future, are also in the city of Los Banoa. 
Officials et UPLB have expressed considerable interest 
in taking part in international aquaculture research, end 
have had discussions with ICLARM about cooperating with their 
ectivitiea. 
University of &h,E PhiliEE&pq, Diliman IvpQ1. e-----e-- -w--- 
This institution is in Manila. It has established en 
excellent reputetion in research and teaching An marine and 
fishery sciences, and its fecilities for this are very good. 
Its distinguished College of Fisheries has recently been 
moved to 110110 to take advantage of the space aveileble 
there. 
gEixgEE&ty of the PhiliEE&EEf in _th_e Visayng tUPV, m-w ----- 
UPV is located on the island of Panay, a considerable 
distance from Manila. It is regarded as one of the better 
universities in the Philippines, end has e good end 
increasing reputation for aqueculture reseerch and treining, 
including graduate studies. The university has extensive 
fecilities including a large pond complex. Its focus is on 
brackish water fish culture. 
Southeast Asian Fishery peveloEEEE& ceE&EE ISEA_ED_@L --v-w -e---w 
SEAFDEC is en inter-governmental institution whose 
menber countries are Japan, Malaysia, Philippinea, Singapore, 
Thailand end Vietnam. With Japanese and other donor money 
SEAFDEC supports an equeculture unit in Iloilo. This is a 
large institution with excellent facilities end many ponds. 
Its research has been on coastal/brackish water equeculture. 
It has had strong support from the Philippines Government as 
well es the other donors. but it has e history of menagement 
- 
- 
problems and its research output has not been commensurate 
with its size or facilities. It is one of four Lead Centers 
of the UNDP/FAO Network of Aquaculture Centers in Asia 
(NACA), where a strong program of research and especially 
training in brackish water aquaculture is carried out. 
G,n~t,rg& Luzon Sts& University (CLSU) --m----e- ------ 
This institution is about 150 km from Manila; 
communications and security are not es good as in the 
locations nearer the capital. It is located adjacent to the 
National Freshwater Fxsherles Center of the Philippines 
Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources <BFAR). It has 
moderately good facilities, built pertly with the help"of 
USAID and BFAR. It has had considerable difficulty in holding 
professional staff, who tend to be drawn off by opportunltles 
in industry. It has engaged in some genetics and rice/fish 
culture research. 
THAILAND 
Thai scientists have a good reputation for their 
aquaculture research: they are energetic and competitive. The 
national aquaculture research program is very active. The 
system suffers in some eases when pressure to push forward 
government programs intrudes on those supported by external 
donors. Besides the institutions described below, there are a 
number that have been built by the Japanese Government which 
carry on research, and a large number of small provincial 
stations whose function is production and not research. 
Kasetsert University --v---v-- ----e--s- 
This inatitution is located in Bangkok. It is the focus 
for a substantial amount of fishery and aquaculture research 
and development activity, and consequently has on its campus 
excellent facilities built for special purposes with external 
aid funds. The university is respected for its fisheries 
teaching end research activities, which tend to be applied. 
National Inland Fisheries Institute <NIFI) ---w---- w--w-- --------- --s----w- ---w-e 
NIFI is located on the campus of Kesetsart University in 
Bangkok. It has excellent facilities, built with the help of 
several donor agencies. It is the lead institution of the 
Thai Department of Fisheries for freshwater research, end 
conducts a variety of national prograra: one of the strongest 
of these is on fish diseases. Leaders of NIFI are very 
anxious to be pert of a CGIAR-supported aquaculture endeavor. 
Chulelonqkorn University ---we--- e--e ---e--w-- 
This is regarded as one of the better universities in 
Thailand. It has good competence in its faculty, end while it 
haa done only a smell amount of work in aquaculture it has 
interest in the field, end good potential, especially in 
narine/brsckish water work. 
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Asian Institute pf Technology (AIT) we--- --------- ---__--- ----- 
AIT 1s on the outskirts of Bangkok. It is an 
international university, independent of the Thai government 
policies or funding, being supported by British funds 
initially and by additional donors later. AIT has a strong 
graduate program in several technical fields, and offers 
masters and doctorate programs in aquaculture. It has 8 
strong internationel faculty in fish culture, which has 
concentrated on pond farmlng systems: nutrition, repro- 
duction,and disease of carps and tilapia. It hes excellent 
facilities. 
equipment. 
including an lmpress&ve library and good cqpputer 
It has pond facilities and room to construct 
more, 8nd 8 good water supply. The senior administrators of 
AIT expressed strong wishes to be part of a CGIAR aquaculture 
netuork. 
In past years Malaysia has been active in aquaculture 
research, including the fundamental work on culture of the 
aacrobrachiun prawn. perhaps the earliest aquaculture 
research institute in Asia was constructed at Melecca. More 
recently research activity in Malaysia has slackened, due in 
part to adainistretive problems. 
Nalacca e-w---- 
This pioneer institution, near Singapore, was 
constructed uith statfaticelly deaigned ponds, and has 
produced good science. It suffers from having low pH soil, 
8nd water of inferior quality. The soil pH problem c8n be 
overcome with treatment 8nd time, but new ponds will not be 
usable for 8ome period. Management problems heve slowed the 
research activity in Malacca. 
Univeritat Pertaneen Malaysisn -----w---- --------- e--w --we 
This sgriculture university is active in fishery science 
progr8ms, but haa not engaged in much aquaculture. It has a 
good academic reputation. 
INDONESIA 
- 
- 
Aquaculture is an important cOmmerci81 activity in 
Indonesia, and research is under uay. With UNDP help three 
institutes have been built, one each for freshwater, 
brackiahwater and marine organisms. Most of the activity has 
been in shrimp culture. Administrative problems have hempered 
internstional aquaculture research in this country. 
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INDIA 
- India has little industrial aquaculture but there are a 
great many small farm fish ponds in the country. making it an 
important user of aquaculture research. The quality of such 
research ranges from mediocre to excellent: It tends to be of 
basic character. Heavy bureaucracy greatly hinders scientrflc 
progress in India. Coordination would greatly assist 
aquaculture research among the nation's institutions. 
@n&g& Institute for Ersh_wa&er figusc~l&~re ICIFA) --e-----w --_ 
CIFA, at Dhauli near Bhubaneswar, has the lead role for 
aquaculture in India under the Indian Councii for Agrisulture 
Research. It is in the middle of 8 large irrigated rice 
farming area, and one where fish farming is common. It has a 
large staff and good facilities, including more ponds than 
perhaps any other institution in Asia. It has a good water 
supply. CIFA serves 8s a Lead Center for the Network of 
Aquaculture Centers for Asia <NACA). Its staff is generally 
competent and capable of good research: it would benefit 
significantly from research coordination and overview. 
BANGLADESH 
This country is Just beginning to have an interest and 
capability in aquaculture research. It has 8 Freshwater 
Research Institute at Myneaaing, built with the help of 
Denmark; this has good facilities. The staff is 
inexperienced. 
CHINA 
Chin8 probably haa the longest record of fish culture 
and of research on this activity of eny nation in the world, 
and intereat and ectivity in aquaculture remains high there. 
This research ia heevily production-oriented, but the 
acientiata are aware of the velue 8nd necessity of more basic 
end strategic investigations. 
Freshwater Fisheries Research Center of: the Chinese Academy -------a-- a-------- -----m-w --v--v B-e ------- --e-w- 
gd Fishery Sciences (FFRC) ----me --e---e- ------ 
This institution in Wuxi is the major Chinese laboratory 
for pond fishery reseerch. It has good facilities including 
many ponda, and a large staff. It is adlacent to the Asian- 
Pacific Region81 Research and Training Center for Integr8ted 
Fish Farming, another of the four lead centers for the 
Network of Aquaculture Centers for Asia of UNDP/FAO. The sane 
person is Director of both institutions. The Wuxi complex is 
carrying on trials to improve the integrated fish farming 
systems. Its senior 8dministrators expressed strong interest 
in being part of 8 CGIAR research netuork, and offered 
COOper8tiOn 8nd facilities. 
.,. * 
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Freshwnter Fisheries Research Institu_tE e--------- ___-----a -------- 
This institution at Pearl River has good iahfsxAt.Csy it4t 
laaaer outdoor i3~flltfe&, and 5 1555 experienced staff than 
some others. It has space to build more ponds. It is in a 
warmer cllmate than the Wuxi facility and could therefore 
conduct some kinds of trials that could not be done in colder 
waters. Pearl River is near Chungshan University, which could 
strengthen its programs. 
University of Shanghai --------- -- ---- --- 
This has the only fisheries college in China, and,it is 
strengthening ita staff with the help of UNDP grants. l!t has 
no pond facilities but could rent these. 
SINGAPORE 
Some marine cage culture is carried out in Singapore, as 
is research on this and other aquaculture topics. Research 
capability is high- Communications and services are excellent 
for an administrative group but costs are high. 
JAPAN 
Japan is highly advanced in fish culture and in the 
research on this activity. The animals raised, however, are 
for the most part temperate zone, brackish water and marine 
species of high market value and not those suggested to be 
studied by the CGIAR network. But Japan may be important to 
the CGIAR effort as a source of expertise and information, 
and as a training base. 
National Research &_s&&tute of &quaculturs --------- 
This is under the Fishery Agency. The freshwater 
facility of this Institute is located at Tamaki, Mle 
Prefecture. It is a large institution with a sizable group of 
well trained scientists and impressive facilities and 
equipment. Some research is conducted here on carp and 
tllapia, and there is probably some work of interest to the 
CGIAR program that could be carried out here. Training is 
also possible, although language might be a problem. 
The marine branch of this same Institute is a few miles 
distant, at Nansei . It is larger and better equipped than the 
freshwater facility. 
AFRICA 
- 
The need for the food and income that could come from 
successful research on aquaculture is critically urgent in 
Africa. If it is possible to do so a CGIAR network should be 
put on that continent. 
Africa may not be ready for a system as complex as this 
would be since the logistics involved are difficult there at 
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- present. African countries need substantial lnetitutional 
development to allow them to use their resources efficiently 
for this purpose. At an early stage in the development of the 
aqueculture research network one or more of the strongest 
African locations should be identified where institutional 
development could be started. where machinery could be 
created to facilitate the effective transfer of improved fish 
farming systems and technical advances, and where research 
could be started. 
The advice of staff of CGIAR centers in Africa should be 
sought on conditions there and on the most appropriate 
locations for the first African segments of CGIAR aquaculture 
network. Meanwhile, the following places are among tho& 
uhlch should be considered: 
. 1. Cote d'Ivoire, where IDRC has two proJects, 
2. Malawi, where IDRC has an aquaculture prolect and 
ICLARM has a staff member whoae task is to study ways 
to transfer advances in aquaculture to Africa, 
3. Cameroon 
More detaila on Africa are provided in an Appendix. 
LATIN AMERICA 
Although the need for food and income in Latin America 
is not as critical as in Africa, it is high. Planning for the 
proposed research network should include provision for the 
transfer of new technology and for the development of 
capacity by scientists in that region to perform aquaculture 
research. 
Interest and activity in aquaculture research in Latin 
America ia at a low level. This is a reflection of relatively 
high supplies of fish from the capture fisheries, low 
consumption of fish compared to meat, and of a greeter 
interest in industrial-level fish culture for.species such as 
trout and shrimp. 
The need for supplies of low cost fish protein Is very 
great in many parts of Latin America and the potential for 
significant increases in fish production by pond culture is 
high. Interest is beginning to grow in raising carp and 
tilapia and plans ahould be developed aa quickly as possible 
to create a CGIAR aquaculture research center. 
This activity will require preliminary planning. Before 
any extensive international aquaculture research in Latin 
America could be effective, certain institutional shortom- 
ings require to be overcome. Plans for a CGIAR aquaculture 
network should therefore include identification of locations 
where programs of technology transfer and initiation of 
research could be effected. Perhaps Peru, Chile, Mexico or 
Colombia would be among the best initial locations. An IDRC 
network exists. with its headquarters in Colombia, and this 
could serve as a focus for such an effort. The experience of 
the CGIAR centers in the region should be consulted. 
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REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL FISHERY ORGANIZATIONS 
A substantial number of organizations exist for the 
purpose of promoting and performing fishery development and 
research In Asia-- enough that a leqltimate question has been 
raised as to why the proposed CGIAR network is needed. The 
answer is that the obJectives of these orqanizatlons are 
various, and none of them performs the same function nor the 
same level of reseerch that is visualized for the Consult- 
ative Group network. 
These fishery organizations Include those providl;l'q 
technical assistance to developing countries by more 
developed countries: the Overseas Development Admlnistratlon 
of the United Kingdom CODA), the Agency for International 
Development of the United States (USAID), the International 
Development Research Center of Canada (IDRC), the Japanese 
International Cooperation‘ Agency (JICA), the German Agency 
for Technical Cooperation (GTZ), the Swedish International 
Development Agency (SIDA), and others, There are a number of 
consortia of countries engaged in fishery work. Some of them 
consist of a group of donor countries: an example is the - 
International Foundation for Science (IFS) supported by 
Sweden, Canada, France, Germany, Belgium, Norway, 
Netherlands, Nigeria and Switzerland. Other consortia include 
both donor and recipient countries: the Southeast Asian 
Fishery Development Center (SEAFDEC) whose member nations are 
Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and 
Vietnam. The Associetion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 
includes the Philippines. Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, 
Malaysia, and Brunei as members: they plan cooperative 
activities in aquaculture. 
Two United Nations organizations, the United Nations 
Development Fund <UNDP) and the Food and Agriculture 
Organization <FAO>, have been very active; they support and 
coordinate a maJor effort in support of aquaculture under the 
Aquaculture Development and Coordination Proqramme (ADCP), 
which includes the Network of Aquaculture Centers in Asia 
(NACA). FAO also coordinates the Indo-Pacific Fisheries 
Commission (IPFC), a regional body whoae activities include 
aquaculture: it has a wide representation of countries among 
its members. The World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and 
other regional development banks provide substantial 
financial assistance for fishery development and research. 
The International Center for Living AquatAc Resources 
Management (ICLARM) 15 a non-governmental, non-profit, 
international organization conducting activities in fishery 
research, trainnnq and information transmittal. 
- 
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PRICRXTY RESEARCH 
PRIORITY OPEiCfES 
It a6 euggeeted that the tliapru and the carp6 fhcruid 
be the first species to receive attention. These are the two 
groups that dominate freshwater pond culture worldwide, and 
both are increasing in importance rapidly. They are the 
groups raised in the integrated and polyculture systems, and 
these systems are one of two areas suggested to receive the 
first concentrated research by a CGIAR network. Both groups, 
especially the tilapias, could benefit greatly from gerletic 
research, the second maJor area of research propoaed. 
The tilapias are regarded by many as the most promising 
group of species for culture in warm water. Already popular 
in many parts of the world, they are the target for rapidly 
increasing attention by consumer8 and aquaculture scientists. 
These fishes are of special interest to Africa (which is 
the continent where they originated) since they are a popular 
source of food. They are particularly appropriate for pond 
culture systems there. Of approximately 20 tilapia species, 
five are widely cultured: there may be other species of 
value. Tllapiaa can produce high yields on relatively low 
inputs. They grow rapidly and are prolific breeders, some- 
times producing three broods a year. This last character- 
istic, however, can be a strong disadvantage since breeding 
sometimes takes place at a size below that acceptable to the 
market, and such large nunbera of young are produced that 
growth la inhibited. For this reason the tilapies are not 
universally liked. In India in particular they are feared for 
this propensity to reproduce rapidly and in some instances to 
overwhelm an ecosystem to the detriment of the native fishes. 
The introduction of tilapia in Indie is therefore prohibited. 
They are not popular in Pakistan either, although they have 
been introduced there end there is cautious interest in 
expanding their use in the country. In other countries, 
including Bangladesh and Nepal, interest in tilapias is 
relatively small. 
The carps, especially the common carp, have been firmly 
established aa popular food fishes, and have been cultured 
for centuries. They-are especially important in China and 
India, (where two different groups of species are native) and 
they are widely cultured elsewhere. Many countries are 
carrying out research to improve their carp culture, and the 
need for additional work IS frequently expressed. 
It would eppeer, therefore, that attention should be 
paid in the deaign of the CGIAR network research to both carp 
and tilapiaa, to provide aaaiatance to countries whose chief 
interest ia in the carps as well aa the many countries 
culturing tilapiaa, New information on the latter fishes will 
be of particular value to Africa, where tilapia would appear 
to be highly eppropriete. Such research enpheaia would build 
programs that promise to supply the information eaerential to 
the profitable culture of fish by amell farmers throughout 
?’ 
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Asie and Africe, and to a lesser extent in South America. 
There is substantially less interest in the catfishes, 
the third group of fiahea suggested earlier aa being of high 
priority. They are raised in Thailand, and to a lesser degree 
in other countries, but fall far below the tilepias and carps 
in production or popularity. Moreover, they are largely 
carnivorous, and thus are less efficient convertera of 
energy. 
All the countries in the region whoae viewa were 
obtained about the appropriateness of the species suggested 
for first research attention agreed that the carpa alone or 
the carps end tilapiea were of primary interest. Many &f 
these countries suggeated that the shrimpa <both the penaeids 
and macrobrachium) be added to the priority list. But these 
species are cannot usually be raised by small farmers, 
requiring large acerages of ponds and very high investment 
coats. They are high priced and are raiaed by intensive 
culture in brackish or salt waters for foreign markets, and 
thus do not qualify for research attention in the early 
stages of this program under the principles set forth by TAC 
to guide the plans for the CGIAR network activities. 
It should be emphasized that the restricted numbers of 
apeciea suggested for the first research efforts of a CGIAR- 
supported program, and the initial limitation proposed on 
climatic and other environmental regions for conduct of the 
program, are conceived to be firat steps. This follows the 
concept that it would be wise to start this new program 
modeatly . Leter it will probably be useful to initiate 
investigations on other culture species (perhaps catfish, 
trout, shrimp) and in other areas <temperate/high eltitude 
climates, brackish and marine waters). In particular it would 
be useful to expend aa soon ea poaslble to atudy problems 
aaaociated with culture in high salinity ponds in Pakistan 
and other countries. 
- 
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PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS 
The research recommended for the first efforts by a 
CGIAR aquaculture entity would be designed to improve the 
productivity and profitability of the small fermer, at the 
village level or lower. This group forms the bulk of the 
population of the developing world, and includes a very large 
number of people in poverty. The lot of this large group 
could be significantly improved by combining fish cultirre 
with ongoing crop and livestock farming. This integrated 
farming is already carried out to a small degree, and has 
been shown to be technically and economically feasible; the 
land and aquatic culture systems are synergetic, with the 
plant and animal wastes from the terrestrial farma being used 
to increase the fertility and productivity of fish ponds, and 
sludge from pond bottoms being used as fertilizers for crops. 
This fusion of agriculture and aquaculture has social 
impacts of considerable significance. Even with modest 
improvements in the management of fish ponds, guided by 
research conducted by national and other leboratoriea, the 
productivity of some ponds can exceed that of comparable land . 
areas. Probably leas than 1% of small land farmers have fish 
ponds on their land. If it can be demonstrated that fish 
culture can be a profitable operation for the small farmer, . 
either on a part-time or full-time basis. the numbers of 
people gainfully employed could rise very significantly. With 
the amount of arable land declining, the widespread practice 
of pond culture by ens11 farmera could increase the total 
yield of their farms greatly, providing them with additional 
food and income. 
The small farmers whose welfare ia the focus of this 
proposal live mostly in the tropics. The ponds whoae produc- 
tivity and number will be increased if the research program 
succeeds are mostly inland; the fiah raiaed are fresh water 
species, overwhelmingly aeveral apeciea of carper and 
tilapias. These fish are excellent converters of low cost 
feeda, largely because they feed low on the energy pyramid 
end beceuae like other fish they do not have to use energy to 
reaiat gravity or for temperature regulation. 
The research proposed aa having the highest priority for 
a CGIAR-backed progran involves two research groups: 
1. An_ Xntegrated &riculture/Fish Pond Research Unit e-e ---a- -------------- -em- -------- 
The improved productivity of fish ponds achieved in many 
parts of the world, notably in China, haa largely been the 
result of trial and error. Only with a much better under- 
standing of the underlying biolodical. chemical and physical 
phenomena can rational improvementa in ferming procedurea be 
evolved. This unit would be the lead institution for an 
intensive application of strategic research on fish ponds in 
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terms of the ecology of the complicated interactive system 
that includes land. water, fish and a great many group of 
associated biota. This is a complex and little understood 
system which will require the the concentrated efforts of a 
nulti-diciplinary group of biologists and chemists. The 
scientific challenges include understanding of the contrib- 
ution of naturally-occurring foods, and the dynamics of fish 
pond systems. This will include the elucidation of observed 
effects of additiona of various kinds and amounts of fertil- 
izers on the growth rates, survival rates and other charac- 
teristics of the fish. Computer modelling of these sysJttems 
will be essential but the main requirement will be carefully 
designed and executed biological, chemical and phy8lcal 
experiments. More specifics on some of the investigations 
needed are provided below. 
Many of the scientific questions are of universal 
importance, and satisfactory solutions will be of widespread 
uae in tropical aquaculture. Their investigation will be 
most efficiently pursued by a strong central unit. The 
complexity of the research and the length of time required to 
complete many of its aspecta mean that national laboratories, 
with their pressures to solve local and short-term problema, 
are not able to perform this work. Later the principles . 
elucidated by this centrally focussed research will have to 
be tested for local application by national laboratories. 
2, 4 Genetics Research Unit. ----e--w -------- ----- 
The second research thrust would be to study the 
genetics of cultured fish, beginning with tilepias and carps. 
Pond fiah farmers are using inferior stock of unknown genetic 
character, and their yields are far less than the theoretical 
limits. The results of thlr research in terns of increased 
productivity, efficiency and improved food product promise to 
be very inpreaalve. 
Asia would be the firat to benefit from aucceaaful 
research of the kind suggested here, since a considerable 
number of fish ponds exist there and Asian farmera have 
enough experience to benefit from improved techniques. 
African farmers should gain even more in the long run, but it 
will require preparation by economic, social and adaptive 
technical research for thir to come about. 
Some advantages would be gained from the combination of 
these two research unita in one location, in terms of the 
creation of a critical mass. But the suggested separation is 
made to take advantsges of the respective appropriate 
scientific atrengtha and facilities of the University of the 
Philippines at Los Banos and the Asian Institute of 
Technology. And neither institution has enough space for the 
extensive pond facilities that each unit will require. 
- 
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Restricting the proposed research initially to these two 
groups of problems is consonant with the guidance given by 
TAC to begin the aquaculture programs at a relatively low 
level. The first emphasis on genetics and pond ecology does 
not imply any disregard for the other areas of research which 
have been indentified es important to the full success of 
aquaculture. But for the tropical smell-scale aquaculture the 
Iudgement is that thla emphaala will lead to the beat i'nitlal 
results In the quickest way. 
For example, for the tilapies and carps there have been 
no outstanding problems of KRRroduction Rhyalology for the --------- ----- 
last two or three decades. The technology of control of 
spawning in most of the carps is well advanced. especially 
through the use of hormones; aone added research would be 
useful on the graaa carp. Low individual fecundity, control 
of sex reversal and especially precocious breeding in the 
tilapiaa, which can lead to over-population and stunted 
growth, are problems that need attention. These points should 
be addressed in the genetics work and by national laborator- 
ies, perhaps through contract help from the CGIAR entity. 
There has been remarkably little disease problem with ---a--- 
cultured triaplas. Most tropical culturiats have never seen a 
diseased tilapia, let alone a disease risk that would affect 
production or marketability. Carps are also virtually disease 
free in the tropics. Disease problems increase with cooler 
temperatures since the immune reaponse of fish is temperature 
dependent. The major outbreaks in the tropics have been 
ulcerative dermal diseases involving catfish, and programs 
have been started, especially in Thailand, to study this 
problem. Disease problems will inevitably occur, and will 
increase aa the degree of intensification riaes. Thua, while 
the emphasis of the research is auggeeted to be on pond 
biology and genetics, as the need arises problems of disease 
detection and control, reproduction and control of spawning, 
aoCiology, ------- economics 2nd qagineering should be atudied by the --w---e 
ataffa at the main research centera or under contractual 
arrangements with other laboratories linked into the network. 
In the same way, the proposal to start investigations on 
freshwater pond culture does imply any denegrating Judgement 
of the long range importance of several other grouga gg --w-e w-w 
culture gpeciea, --m-e-- ----- or of the need to do strategic research 
in irrigation water brackish water 0~ n\nr&,ng g~~jro~~qg&& ---- ----- ---,,L -------- ----- 
Work on these species groupa and aquatic environments could 
usefully be started whenever funds are available. 
Meanwhile, success with the research proposed would 
almost certainly increase employment in many developing 
countries by substantially increasing the number of fish 
farms, and would improve the income level of farmers as they 
learned to raiae fish in excess of their personal needs. 
These advantages could be sustained if appropriate attention 
is paid to extension and other information systems. 
INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE/FISH POND RESEARCH 
The productivity of fish ponds has increased gradually 
over many years with improvements in feeds, fertilization and 
other farming procedures. Integrated farming, involving the 
uae of animal manurea and plant waatea from crop and live- 
stock farming, has increased the fertilrty of pond waters and 
flab yields. And in China and India in particular, polycul- 
ture has been developed where aa many as eight species of 
fiah (usually carps and one apeciea of tilapia) are raiaed 
together In the aame pond. The species used have diffe2ent 
food requrrementa and feeding behavior so that they occupy 
different ecological niches in the pond and presumably do not 
compete with one another. But these advances in fish pond 
management have been made largely through trial and error, 
and little underatanding is available on the underlying 
biological, chemical and physical phenomena that control the 
observed effecta of manipulations. We do not know which 
components of the fertilizers cause the observed desirable 
changes in the fish populations used in the integrated 
system. and there is little scientific basis for using such a 
large number of different apeciea in polyculture. Perhaps a 
lot of wasted inputs could be avoided if the mechaniama of 
energy flow through the syatem were better understood. 
Basic and strategic research by a multidisciplinary team 
over a considerable period will be necessary to gain an 
understanding of such a coaplex ecosystem aa a tropical fish 
pond and to 602-t cut rha aultapla aZ&acta crt' tha va3~auuli 
manipulations on the production of fish protein. 
This research will focus on nutrition. In intensive pond 
culture, which relies on providing food in the form of 
complete diet pellets, feeding usually constitutes more than 
50% of the cost of production. Thia is too expensive for the 
small farmer, whose culture ayatem depends to a maJor extent 
on the natural food in the pond. Some small scale systems are 
classed as semi-intensive, meaning that a small to moderate 
amount of supplemental feed ia provided to the fish. The 
research needed is to study the chemical and biological 
dynamics of the pond, i.e., the mechanisms through which 
fertilization and other manipulationa produce more natural 
food of the right type and quality. It is necessary to 
determine the extent to which the fish can aubsiat on natural 
foods, and thus the amount of supplemental food needed. Thia 
will require work on food preferences and feeding behavior. 
Determinations are required of the concentrations of 
carbon, nitrogen and phosphorua. A major measure of the 
quality of a fish pond is its C/N ratio, since there is a 
high correlation between high nitrogen concentrations in food 
and its absorption efficiency. The pathways of these nutrient 
elements should be traced through the system from their 
origin in various kinds of fertilizers through the phyto- 
plankton, zooplankton and fish. The different mecheniama by 
whsch varicua speclea of f&ah fzltar and dlsgeat plankton and 
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pnrtlculnte matter ehould be studied, nnd the autotrophic and 
heterotrophic food chaina and pathways elucidated. The 
amounts and effects of toxic products (ammonia, nitrites, 
hydrogen sulfide?) introduced with the fertLlizera or produced 
by them abould be the subject of investigation. These 
atudiea would lead to modifications of fish farming ayatema, 
including rational decisions on the amount and pattern of 
fertilizer ioadlng. 
Fertilization with animal manure or plant wastes 
increases the fertility of a pond by stimulating the growth 
of phytoplankton and zooplankton. Meaaurementa of fertility 
include determination of standing crops/biomass of zhe“ 
plankton and other natural fooda, and of changes in the 
bromeaa following application of different kinds and amounts 
of fertlllzer. Measurement is needed on the amount of fish 
growth with different types of phytoplankton. Evidence is 
available that bluegreen aigae are superior to green algae aa 
food for aome kinds of cultured fish, and if this is 
confirmed it will useful to find ways of auatalning blooms of 
bluegreena in the ponda. 
There appear to be limits to the amount of fish 
production that natural food can sustain. Thua, research wl:l 
be required on supplemental feeds. For the systems to be 
studied here these feeds vi13 have to be inexpensive, 
preferably of plant origin, and available locally. Their 
nutritive valuea wzll be determined, and waya of increasing 
these values through such devices as ailage. 
The effects on productivity of certain physical 
variables require to be determined. These include the toler- 
ance of various fish species to low dissolved oxygen (DO), 
and the control of diurnal fluctuations in DO. 
The size of ponda mekea a difference in productivity, 
perhapa because of differences in the amount of water mixing 
and the lower ratio of fertile pond edge area as pond size 
increases. 
Depth of ponds affects productivity. In the tropics 
ponda are usually 0.8a to l.Sn deep, in China 2-3m. 
The importance of sediments requirea investigation, both 
as a source of nutrients and as an inhibitor of photosyn- 
thesis by turbidity when the sedimenta are stirred. Sediments 
are usually dried between crops of fish, but little ia known 
of the biological, chemical or physical effects of this, nor 
how this farming procedure could be improved. Better 
knowledge is required on the usefulneas of sludge from pond 
bottoms for fertilization of terrestrial plants. 
Of great practical importance is the complex of effects 
of different stocking densities under varying fertilization 
treatment. This will require computer programming of teats 
involving wide ranges of stocking densities (which will be 
different for the various life stagea of the fish: fry, 
fingerlings, growout phase, and broodatock) and of various 
kinds of plant waates, animal manurea and inorganic 
fertilizers. Balancea must be struck between high inputs 
veraua adveraa anvlranmantal cond~tzuna. 
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The end result of these kinds of research will be the 
development of Improved fish farming systems. A range of 
technological packages WA 11 be developed and evaluated which 
should be capable of increasing the PrOdUctLvity and proflt- 
ability of exlstlng farming systems. This phase will bave to 
be followed by :rlafs under various local condAtlons, 
Lncludzng those in Africa and Latin America. Such ada?%lve 
triaLa would be conducted by national, university or other 
research Institutions, An many cases with financial support 
from the CGIAR network. 
. . 
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GENETICS“ 
Small fish farmers in Asia, Africa and Latin America 
are working with inferior stock, and their productivity is 
significant1.y below the potentials possible with improved 
strains. These fish culturists are nearly in the same 
PSr.slifikn tn;Sf WUlKry farmers would be if they were raising 
fowl from brvodstock caught. in the Jungle. They may in fact 
be worse off than such poultry farmers since the fish 
culturista are often using stocks whose performance haa been 
reduced below that of wild stocks through genetic 
deterioration from inbreeding and uncontrolled interbryeding. 
Such inferior fish are genetically unstable, with a multitude 
of less-than-desirable characteristica of growth, fecundity, 
size at maturity, viability of embryos and fry, survival to 
market aize, and marketability. The combination of these and 
other constraints add up to low, inefficient and often 
unprofitable levels of productivity. Such constraints could 
be overcome significantly by a successful genetics and 
breeding research program. 
Fish genetics is a relatively new science, far behind 
crop or livestock genetics in every respect. In the tropics 
In particular it has mede only a very limited contribution to 
the advancement of aquaculture. This is in sharp contrast to 
the assistance given to terrestrial agriculture, where 
notable succesaea have been the result of a long period of 
basic and applied science. Aquaculture will benefit greatly 
from this experience and from the rapid progress in tech- 
niques made by terrestrial animai geneticists. 
* I am grateful for the use in this section of 
material from a report from the Universaty of 
California/Davie and the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture entitled "Aquacultural Genetics 
and Breeding: National Research Priorities." 
The genetics research on cultured fish species has been 
oona aoatly on tha as~lhim CSZ'Q, aiiir~on snd trout; 5 iittla 
haa alao been performed on oriental carps and tllapias. In 
Japan hybrids were produced between common and mirror carp, 
but this work stopped 80 years ago when improved strains were 
obtained. The industry would benefit greatly if fish genetics 
research were expanded in a carefuliy planned way, with the 
best modern equipment and expertise. Genetics research Fasks 
can be grouped as: (1) collectron and maintenance of wild 
strains of fish to be used in the research, (2) estimates and 
cescriptions of the genetic perameters of the fisn, (3). 
eveluetlon of various breeding methods, (4) development of 
rmproved stocka, (5) testing of new strains unaer commercial 
conditions in various locations. 
The research programs depend on a source of known 
genetic material. This must be available in order to initiate 
unique crosses, and to serve as standard reference material 
against which to evaluate new strains. An early step in the 
program will therefore be to collect, preserve, document ano 
evaluate wild material. In the case of the tilaples the 
source vii1 be Africa, where these fiahea originated. One or 
more germ plasm banks should be established to serve as a 
repository and distribution center for basic genetic materIe 
and later as a library of information on the characteristics 
and location of regIstered genetic material. 
An early phase of the work will be to gein a fundementel 
understanding of the besic genetics of the important fishes. 
Thia will include identification of the major genes that 
affect production performence, end their structure: determ- 
ination of the biochemical and physiologicel nature of the 
maJor gene effecta: and the correlation between biochemical 
genetic effects and genotypic variebillty. This work will 
leed to the construction of chromosome maps. 
In fish culture, the production of individuals of only 
one sex may have a decided advantage: either the male or the 
female may exhibit faster growth rates, better food conver- 
sion efficiency, or other economical 1 y valuable trei ts. 
Research 1s needed on the genetic mechenisms for sex determ- 
ination and manipulation through basic molecular, biochemical 
and cytological studies. An aim of this work would be to 
improve genetic methods for producing monoaex populations. 
Ability to control sex or to produce sterile animals could 
increase production efficiency by eliminetlng energy loss to 
reproduction and by delaying maturation. In some fishes, 
notably the tilapras, fish can mature at such an early ege 
and amall size, and ao frequently that ponds and waterways 
can become swamped with undersized fish of no commercial 
value. This may create a aerioua ecological situation, with 
the tilepiea competing for food end spece among themselvea 
and with other apeciea, to the latter's detriment. This is e 
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ma)ur reason tilapias are often reaarded as undeoirab;e 
exotics and are barred from sume countries. Sex control, 
resu:trng in monosex population23 and steriilty, can Be 
dccompi:shed t:lrough hormone inlectron of young animals. 
This 1s effective, but usually not completeiy so. Sex 
reversd 1 by genetic means have also been attempted with 
Incomo,e:e success, and it would be valuable to improve 
currenz techniques with other genetzc methods 
or polypioidy. Reliable contra* 
such ds 4,nduced 
gynogeneo is of 8CX wou;d 
encourage introductions of econonlca~~y valuable strains of 
tliapi-is over wider areas. 
For some crther species it would be economically 
advantageous to lower the age at maturity in order to reduce 
the generatIon Interval and thus the time required to produce 
improved strains. 
A critical need is to develop improved methods for the 
cryopreservation of gametes anti embryoa of fish. This would 
extend the use of superior genetic material, would permit the 
mating among superior individuala which mature at different 
seasons or in different locations, and greatly simplify the 
preservation and tranaport of genetic material. Fish sperm 
can be preserved successfully but research is needed to 
improve these procedures and to develop methods for the 
cryopreservation of eggs and embryos. 
Knowledge is required on genotype-environmental 
interactions in order to develop strains of maxlmum 
efficiency: this will involve long series of tests of newly 
developed strains under various environmental conditions. 
The genetic basis of temperature tolerance ia an aspect of 
this problem; this has highly practical consequences since 
genetic manipulation of temperature tolerance could increase 
the geographic range of some valuable culture species. 
Another aspect is the genetic reaponae to aub-optimal water 
quality. Knowledge of the nature of genetic influencea on 
this could lead to development of strains more resistant to 
poorer quality water <low dissolved oxygen, low pH, metabol- 
itea), including that caused by high stocking densities and 
feeding rates. If atrains were developed which were tolerant 
to higher salinities, saline ponder and other water bodies in 
Pakistan and other countries might become suiatble for fish 
farming. 
Crossbreeding and hybridization programs have great 
potential among f:ah apeciea, whAch exhibit some 
characteristics favorable to such techniques. Including high 
fecundity and external fertilitatJon. But baarc research is 
needed to understand the difficulties An the way of success- 
ful fish breeding programs. The nature of reproductive 
isolating mechanisms between species needs to be elucidated, 
and polyploidy induction techniques should be applied to the 
istudy of lnterspeclflc crosses. 
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The newer techniques of chromosome manipulation 
("genetic engineering"> may produce remarkable results in the 
production of very superior animals. This could include the 
introduction of foreign growth hormone DNA into fish eggs. 
New facilitates will be required to perform this wide 
range of genetic work. The extent and coat of these can be 
reduced if suitable arrangements can be made to use some 
facilitiee of an existing institution, aa propoaed in *is 
report. Some 3-4 hectares of land for ponds will be needed. 
There will have to be a large number of ante11 ponds, well 
separated to prevent accidental contamination of stocks. The 
ponds will require separate and dependable water aupplies. 
Other facilftiea, and the staff and equipnent needed, are 
auamarized elsewhere in the report. 
Concern has been expressed in some quarters that fish 
pond farners have not advanced far enough to be able to use 
the improved atraina that will come from a fish genetica 
reaeerch program. This is not true in many parta of Asia, 
where there are fish farm aystera capable of making effective 
uae of superior stock. An unreedinesa of aoae farmers may 
apply to in other parta of Asia and to varying degreea in 
different areaa of the tropical world: it is probably 
especially true in Africa. It is of great irportance to note 
that it takea a long time to develop, test end distribute 
genetically improved strains, and the research should be 
started far ahead to ensure that results are available when 
they can be used. 
In the meantime, a strong part of the CGIAR effort 
should be to develop mechanisaa by which smell-scale farmera 
can uae improved stocks. Such rechaniama will probably 
include the provieion of supplies of such seed from private 
or govetrnaent hatcheries, under the aaae general principles 
that chicks are rupplied to poultry farmers and genetically 
auperior reed to crop farnera. In all likelihood, development 
of such nechaniama will be aore complicated in Africa than in 
Asia because of the particular social and econorric conditiona 
there, and rpecial erphaais ahould be applied to this task. 
Training of ecientiata at an advanced level ehould be a 
integral part of thia prograr. Poetgraduate and post-doctoral 
training will be aubatantially facilitated for geneticiata if 
the research unit ia located in Loa Banoa, adjacent to the 
facilities and ateffa of the University of the Philippinea at 
Loa Banoa, IRRI, and the Southeast Asian Regional Center for 
Graduate Study in Agriculture and Resources. There will be 
some instances when it will be desirable to eend national 
acientiata working in association with this program to 
institutions abroad for special training: several univerait- 
iea are identified in this report where this kind if training 
could be provided. 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM THIS RESEARCH 
Production of food by uquaculture is much closer to land 
farming than it is to capture fisheries. And while the 
potential for increasing food production by fishing may 
already have nearly reached it8 upper practical limit,+he 
potential for Ancreased production and productivity through 
fish farming is aubatantial. Further, while the yields from 
some land-based crop and livestock farming systems may be 
near their biological limits, so little science has been 
applied to aqueculture that it haa impreaafve potential for 
greater yields and productivity. 
Astonishing yields are reported from some fish farming 
ayatema. In Iarael, when fish were ralaed under experimental 
super-intensive ayatena where they were fed protein-rich 
feeda and the ponda were subJected to forced aeration, yields 
of 30,000 kg/ha/yr were recorded. Some advanced Aaian carp 
raising ayatema can produce up to 3,500 kg/ha/yr: in India 
some of the beat ayatena record 4,000-5,000 kg/ha/yr. In 
Taiwan the cumulative effects of pond fertilization, peat 
control and manipulation of fish populationa were increases 
in yield of 750% In the Philippines improved fiah farming 
practiaea reaulted in 300-400% increases in yield. 
Most of the farming systems that would be the target of 
the propoaed CGIAR-supported research would not be expected 
to benefit to this degree, since these ayatema are aemi- 
intensive and not intensive, and rely heavily on natural 
fooda rather than costly supplemental feeding. The 
productivity of present fish pond farmers la about 1,500 
kg/ha/yr. Thia is achieved with only modest levels of 
management. Improved farming practicea, such aa those that 
would be the result of the pond ayatema atudiea, would 
increase the food supply and profits of small fish farmers to 
a significant degree; this is especially likely in Africa. 
Useful reaulta could begin to appear in 2-3 yeera after the 
central core unit has been established, if satisfactory 
contract arrangements can be made with appropriate research 
institutions in the region. A steady stream of reaulta should 
emanate from the network beginning about 3-4 yeara after the 
nutrition/pond dynamics institute begins its operationa. 
Genetic8 studies are necessarily long-term, since 
several generationa muat be produced In order to perform the 
genetic manipulations and teat the reaults. In moat casea it 
will require from 5 to 15 yeara to produce a proven. auperior 
strain of fish. In the case of the CGIAR program, time will 
alao be required to build the facilities and secure the wild 
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strains of fiah; this will take about 2-3 years. In the case 
of the tilapia genetlcs program the time to produce new 
strains worth while sending out for testing under local 
farming conditions could be near the lower end of the S-15 
year range because of the young age at maturity (3-S months) 
and the multiple spawning8 (2-3 timea a year> for aome 
of these species. '1 
For dairy cattle, beef cattle, poultry and swine, 
genetics research has been the maJor single contributor to 
the remarkable increases In production and in protein and 
energy conversion efficiency over the last four decades: It 
has been estimated that at least 30% of these gains can be 
attributed to genetic improvement. Several characteristics of 
fish make the chance of genetic improvement in this group 
even better than with terrestrial animals: high genetic 
variation, more potential for improvement, shorter generation 
intervals. greater plasticity in sex determination. In salmon 
and trout, gains from genetic8 have been at least as great as 
those for poultry and livestock. Theae fish, when fed on high 
quality diets, have achieved food conversion ratios of 1.5 to 
1 compared with a ratio of 12 to 1 for graaafed cattle and 
with 1.7 to 1 for highly improved strains of chicks. In 
Norway the growth rate of aalnon hea been improved at a rate 
of 3.8x per year, and comparable gaina have been made in 
feeding efficiency, survival from egg to adult, and carcaaa 
qU8lity. For tilapia it ia eatinated that an increase in 
productivity of 4.8% per generation might be poaaible, with 
as aany aa 2-3 generations per year in thie prolific species. 
Several fold increases could be expected in 5-10 years after 
the genetics program ia mature. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK 
The research entity should produce results that will 
have impact over the whole tropical lesser-developed world. 
It is suggested that the entity be baaed initially in Asia, 
but that a research unit be established In Africa as quickly 
as infrastructure and scientific capacity to support such a 
research unit can be built. Latin America would not be an 
appropriate site at present, for lack of infrastructure. 
The research entity should be deaigned to meet the needs 
of the anal1 farmer, (1) by devising improved fish pond 
culture systems that can be used in con)unction with amall- 
scale crop and livestock integrated farming, by elucidating 
the preaently little underatood mechaniama that take place in 
freah water fish ponda, and (2) by developing improved 
strains of fish. If these goals can be met, an enormoua 
increase can reasonably be expected in the numbers of small 
farmers raising new cropa in fish ponda, as can marked 
increaaea in the yielda of such ponds. 
It la suggested that the research be performed by a 
network of scientific institutions. It la strongly emphasized 
again that the propoaed network would be designed not to 
interfere with or diminish the ongoing research programs oi 
the national and regional institutions, but on the contrary 
to strengthen and support those programs significantly. 
The propoaed network must have a clearly articulated 
program of obvious relevance to the national, regional and 
global needs of tropical freshwater aquaculture. In devising 
the research activities for the network the biological, 
economic and organizational constraints slowing progress in 
aquaculture research should be carefully examined. The 
problems revealed by this examination are those to be 
Included in the program, provided they are appropriate for an 
multidiciplinary team of highly trained scientists, and their 
reaulta show a likelihood of being widely tranaferrable to 
small farmera. The research must be strategic and problea- 
oriented, of the kind that national inatitutiona cannot 
do. It will usually be in rapidly advancing fields of science 
and in the case of aquaculture ahould lead to breakthroughs 
in existing fish yield ceilings, 
The problems facing the aquaculture sector which could 
be addreaaed by research are enormously broed and complex. It 
is auggeated that the first attack be a modeat one. A new 
research center need not be constructed; inatead the 
aquaculture research unita should be developed adjacent to 
and aa closely as posaible in conJuction with existing 
research entitlea. Some new facilities will be necessary 
but maximum use should be made of host institutions' asaeta 
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through mutual agreements involving the rent and borrowing of 
facilitiee and the secondment and hiring of ateff. Sharing of 
this kind can be of benefit to both aidea. The network should 
seek links with some agriculture research instItutiona, and 
with a8 many of the exiating CGIAR centers a8 appropriate. 
But whatever cooperative arrangements are made, the pro- 
poaed new network must be a completely independent inst,itut- 
Aon, self-governing and autonomous. - 
Network i3truct;ur.e and QEernticrn ------- --------- --- ------- 
The proposed international aquaculture research entity 
would differ from existing CGIAR centera. St is visualized 
that it would be a network consisting of (1) a central unit 
engaged in research and performing coordination and 
management, (2) two principal units performing integrated 
agriculture/fish pond research and genetics research, (3) a 
number of national and regionel laboratories and university 
units performing under contract specific research tasks, (4) 
a group of universities in scientifically advanced nationa to 
provide technical aasfetance, (5) unit8 in Africa and Latin 
America to aerve a8 the focus for transfer of the reaulta of 
research performed in Asia. Later in this report ways are 
discusred of eatabliahing early in the progrea a research 
unit in Africa to perform genetic research. 
Networka are easy to eatablish but hard to make work. 
Successful operation requires continued vigilance and 
attention by a coordinating group. This function would be 
performed by the adninistrative/reaeerch core mentioned 
earlier, which would have a smell group of perhaps 6-8 
acfentiata. They might also have to outpoat ataff at aome of 
the units of the center, and hire consultants to perform the 
function of research overview. 
The core group would be responsible to a Board of Trus- 
tees, which would develop policy and have authority to grant 
the contracta. The core would be guided in research mattera 
by a Program Advisory Comaittee, consisting of meabera of the 
Board and diatinguised aquaculture scientists worldwide: FAO 
and directora of national and regional aquaculture research 
institutiona might elso be represented. A principal reapons- 
ibility of the core group would be to stimulate and harmonize 
the network research. It should be reaponaible for issuing 
publications and other informational material. 
The core would be complemented by a decentralized system 
of research groupa, conaiating of the pond rystema and 
genetics units and the satellite laboratories mentioned 
earlier, The letter group of inatitutiona would be chosen to 
provide a link of 611 the resesrch capacity on the region, 
the linkage being principally by contrscta made through the 
core group. 
- 
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In order to receive a contract theme institutions would have 
to have interest and competence in the particular problem 
being adressed and would have to agree to conform to certain 
performance standards and procedures. They would have to 
agree to divert appropriate staff to the special problem on a 
fulltime basis. Mutual agreement would have to be reached on 
the specific nature of the program, on the research 
prioritlea, and on the general mode of attack. Contract)8 are 
auggested to have a finite time, perhaps 3-5 yeara, with 
option for renewal. Staff (including those in the core unit 
and the two special research units working on genetics and 
nutrition> should be on fixed terms: perhaps five years for 
the directora and deputy director8 and three years for other 
scientific staff. 
In addition to vigilant overview of inhouoe and contract 
re5earch, there should be a system of periodic peer reviews 
of progress. Workshops and travelling searinara which visit 
and di8cu88 work of the in8titutions ViSited, and other kinds 
of conferencea, are proposed. These will help ensure the con- 
tinuous flow of information among the scientists at the sev- 
eral institutions and create the desirable mutual stimulation 
and peer pressure to perform well, and will increase the 
likelihood of work being done under uniform method8 and 
levels of accuracy. 
This aquaculture research program should have a finite 
life, perhaps 20 to 25 yeara. 
THE CENTRAL UNIT 
The central unit should be nn independent, non- 
governmental organizution with u research and not CI 
developmental focus. Thus, none of the national donor 
agencies or consortia of countries would be appropriate. 
Neither would FAO (including NACA, the inter-governmental 
network in Asia) since its members are governments and It8 
mission is developmental. Of the organizations in the region 
only ICLARM fulfill8 the above criteria well. It is suggested 
that it be given the responsibility for organizing and 
operating the central unit. 
ICLARM was established in the CGIAR mode, with the legal 
structure necessary to bring it under the Consultative Group 
umbrella. It la chartered in the PhiliPpIneS: this charter 
corre8pond8 to those of the CGIAR centers, and the Philippine 
Government has accorded ICLARM the same status es IRRI. 
The Center has ita headquarters in Manila, and has all the 
necessary elements in place: staff, adaini8tr%tive machinery, 
library, publication8 unit. 
ICLARM is engaged in a number of aquatic science and 
fishery-related activities. One of the strongest of these is 
fresh water aquaculture. It is proposed that ICLARM's 
activities not releted to this area of research be separated 
and continue to be funded outside the CGIAR system. 
ICLARM has established working relationshipa with 
many other inatltutiona in Aaie, Africa and Latin America. 
It is respected for its information program: the library, 
PUbliC8tiOn8, a quarterly newsletter, information to 
developing countries. It has led in the creation of the 
Network of Tropical Fishery Scientists, the Network of 
Tropical Aquaculture Researchers, end the formation of the 
Asian Fisheries Society. 
It is suggested that the proposed aquaculture network be 
linked to CGIAR in the form of % long-term proJect contract. 
Under such a contract ICLARM would undertake directly and 
through sub-contracts to perform aervicee agreed to with the 
CGIAR. XCLARM would be empowered to enlarge its staff, to 
employ consultants, to establish advisory arrangements and to 
take other actions necessary to fulfill the task aaaigned. 
ICLARN has a Board of Trustees in the CGIAR pattern, 
which includes senior scientista of world reputation. This 
Board should have additional menbera, including % repreaent- 
ative of UNDP, and others nominated by the CGIAR. A strong 
Program Adviaory Committee should be created, whose members 
would include representativea of the ICLARM Board, FAO, 
aquaculture leader8 of the countries of the region, and 
di8tingui8hed aquaculture scientists world-wide. This 
Committee would have the maJor responsibility for designing 
and monitoring the aquaculture research and training program8 
of the network. 
The network act~vitiea would be coordinated by a Direc- 
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tar of Aqunculture Programs in the headquarters unit. Under 
the supervision of the Director General of ICLARM, his task 
uould be to carry out the policies and actions developed by 
the Board of Trustees and the Program Adviaory Committee. 
In addition to the Director General, the headquarters 
staff of ICLARM who would work on CGIAR activities would be 
the full-time DIrector of Aquaculture Programs, a geneticist, 
a pond fish biologist, two program assistants, four research 
asslstanta and appropriate administrative staff. ICLARM,,would 
not build its own reseerch facility but would continue its 
lo-year successful practlse of using the iaboratory faclllt- 
les of collaborative institutions. Thus, scientists on the 
headquarter8 staff would be directly engaged In research 
at the principal research units and the associated laborator- 
ies of the network. 
A major responsibility of the ICLARMl staff would be to 
provide scientific leadership that would strengthen the 
ability of national institutions which are part of the 
associated aquaculture network to conduct hzgh level 
research. This would be done in part through coordxnation 
for the total research effort. It ia important to the 
8uccea8 of this endeavor that strong central scientific 
leadership be provided, and that the network not be a 
collection of decenteralized 18bOratOrie8 but a cohesive unit 
with common obJectives and methods, and a shared enthusiaan 
for useful results. 
Integration of the various& units of the network would be 
enhanced by judicious outpoating of acientista from the 
headquarter8 end principal retsearch Unit etaffs to the 
national and other institution8 of the network. 
Payment for theae aervicea by the CGIAR and contributing 
donors would be made in proportion to the time spent on net- 
work affaira by various acientiats and support staff: frac- 
tional times by the Director General, and full time by the 
Director of Aquaculture Programs and Others. 
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THE PRINCIPAL RESEARCH UNITS 
Two principal research unite have been suggested to lead 
the inveatlgationa in agriculture/fish pond rerearch and 
genetica. These units should be eatabliahed closely adlacent 
to existing institutione. These institutions (1) should be 
engaged in the kind of research planned and have a record of 
accomplishment in this activity, (2) have good facilities and 
equipment for this work, (3) have a competent scientific 
ataff, (4) be easily accessible and have good communications, 
(5) have strong intereat In being part of a CGIAR network. 
'I 
INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE/FISH POND RESEARCH UNIT 
It is suggested that an integrated agriculture/fish pond 
research unit be established on the campus of the Asian 
Inatltute of Technology (AIT). A small international staff 
should be created to operate the CGIAR unit, and a 
substantial part of the work could be aaaigned to AIT through 
contract. AIT is an autonomous international postgraduate 
technological institute. located 25 mile8 from Bangkok. It is 
independent of government policies and pressures. Its Board 
of Trustee8 include8 member8 from Aaia, Europe, Australia and 
North America. AIT was eatablished in 1959 and chartered zn 
1967 by the Thai Government. Initially funded by the Overseas 
Development Administration of the United Kingdom, AIT now 
receives financial support from a large number of countries 
and international institutional donors. 
Thie Institute ha8 been active in research on integrated 
crop/liveatock/fiah farming ayatena. Its focus here haa been 
on low coat low energy systems appropriate to the amall-scale 
farmer. The general aim haa been to sort out the corplexitiea 
of fish pond dynamica and to find the reaaona why Borne 
treatments are aucceasful. The work has been chiefly on 
tilapia and carpa. The research haa focuased on nutrition, 
especially the relative contributiona of natural and 
supplemental fooda, and the pathway8 of the nutrienta through 
the food chaine. This enphaais fita well with the research 
priorities established in principle by TAC for aquaculture, 
since it laya stress on nutrition and on the scientific 
phenomena controlling the efficiency of food production in 
alternative fish farming aystema. Successful completion of 
the work envisioned would elucidate the scientific basis for 
observed variations in production resulting from different 
manipulations of the fish pond environment, and lead to 
general adoption of improved farming practisea. The need for 
this improved understanding was stressed by moat of those 
consulted in the course of this study. The need is especially 
urgent in Africa, where 80 much fundamental information is 
lacking on the underlying scientific basis for observed 
resulta of fish pond manipulations. 
The attack on this complex of problems would be through 
multidicipllnary research by scientists with several 
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specialties: biologists working on fish nutrAtion, zoo- 
plankton, phytoplankton, fish disease; physzcists and 
chemlsta. Computer modelling would assist the research but 
would be a relatively small part of it. The emphasis would be 
on biological and chemical investigations. None of the 
existing national laboratories has the capability of doing 
research of thia complexity or long duration. 
The AIT teaching program is at the graduate level. The 
doctoral program in aquaculture is new: there were 17 MS 
students and one PhD student in the summer of 1987. It had 
400 applications for ten places for the fall term of 1987. 
AIT has excellent facilities, located on 400 acres of 
land. Facilities for aquaculture include 100 concrete anb 50 
earthern ponds, a fish hatchery, analytical and microblol- 
ogical laboratories, aquaria for nutritional and physiol- 
ogical studies. Water supply and quality are good. There is 
room for the ponds needed, and the President has offered 
space for these ponda and for other facilities on the campus. 
Other AIT facilities include an excellent library and a 
computer center. The university is located in the midst of a 
Large community of small-scale fish farmers. 
AIT has a small, well-treined international staff of 
multidiciplinary equaculture specialista. The university has 
a high reputation among scientista, and international agency 
and government officials. 
AIT is eager to undertake this work, as manifested by 
statementa of its President and the head of its aquaculture 
program. They see an association with a CGIAR research 
network as enhancing and strengthening their program 
significantly, enabling them to advance to a substantially 
higher level of effort and achievement. 
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THE GENETICS RESEARCH UNIT 
I+ ia proposed to locate the genetics research unit in 
Los Banos. in association with the University of the 
Philippines at Los Banoa (UPLB,, the Southeast Aalan Reglonol 
Center for Advanced Study and Research An Agriculture 
(SEARCA), the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) 
and the Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources 
Research and Development (PCARRD). 
Los Banos is about 25 miles from Manila, and is li~~kea 
to the capital by an excellent road: it is thus close to 
necessary transportatron and communications facilities. There 
is land for constructing the laboratory facilities and ponds 
needed for this research. Water is abundant and of good 
quality for fish culture. 
The principal attraction of Los Banoa as a location for 
one of the two main research units is the presence there of 
the four well established institutions mentioned above, which 
could complement and support the unit's research and training 
activities in significant ways. 
UPLB is one of the strongest institutions in the 
Filipino university system. It has demonstrated a high and 
continued interest in aquaculture research, and its faculty 
has a good record in this field. The university is in the 
midst of a discussion with ICLARM about collaborative work in 
genetics and other fish culture research, and haa asked for a 
specific proposal. If the suggestion to locate a CGIAR 
aquaculture research unit in Los Banoa is accepted, the 
discussions between UPLB and ICLARM could form the basis for 
a formal agreement. 
SEARCA is a atrong graduate teaching institution which 
could collaborate effectively with the CGIAR research unit in 
pursuing the training aapecta of its activities. Discussions 
have been in progreaa for some time with ICLARM, and the 
school has expressed a willingneaa to collaborate. 
IRRS is a CGIAR research center--one of the oldeat and 
in many waya the moat effective. Ita research has been 
strongly focuaaed on genetics, and the 25 years of experience 
in this field could be of enormous value to a new and small 
reaeerch group. IRRI'a facilities. and equipment are auperb, 
and access to them and to the advice and help of its 
excellent staff would be of great velue to an aquaculture 
research unit. As with UPLB and SEARCA. ICLARB has consulted 
with IRRI about collaborative work. Ita Director General 
expressed active interest in this concept, and offered 
cooperation in the form of facilities and staff help if 
suitable arrangements could be made. 
PCARRD is a federal government agency which exerts 
significant influence over national policy and funding for 
agriculture (including aquaculture) research and development. 
It will become even more significant to the proposed CGIAR 
- 
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effort If present. plans nre consummated to create a separate 
unit with reaponalbility only for aquaculture research and 
development. The Director of the Fisheries Research Divlalon 
of this agency is a distinguished aquaculture acientlat. He 
welcomes the concept of a CGIAR research network, and asserts 
that its association with PCARRD in Los Banoa would be of 
conalderable value to that effort. 
Some faclllties would have to be constructed, '! 
equipment acquired and staff engaged for an operation at Los 
Eranos, but the coat of these items would certainly be less 
than If a center were burlt de nova. Estlmatea of these -- ---- 
coats are given ln an appendix. 
Regardless of the kind or closeness of association that 
a CGIAR unrt might creete with en existing institution, 
complete independence of action must be edhered to: the unit 
must be reaponaible only to its oun Boerd of Trustees. An 
association with another institution should be aub3ect to an 
explicit contrect agreement thet covers conditions under 
which land or other facilities, equipment or services were to 
be uaed (by rent, lease, loan or otherwise). 
Location of a CGIAR research unit in Loa Banoa would 
complement the activities of the Filipino nationel 
institutes, which are production- and not research-oriented. 
The advanced level treining aapecta of the program would help 
upgrade the number and the competence of aenior aquaculture 
acientiata, e need that the Phillppinea feels keenly. It 
would establish a relationship with Filipino univeraitiea, 
something thet is elso much desired. 
Many univerfatiea in Europe, North America and elsewhere 
are engeged in sophisticated genetics reseerch, and a few of 
them are investigating fish genetics. It is viauakized that 
these institutions could could enhance the propoaed genetics 
progrem by undertaking, probably under contract to CGIAR, 
particular problema releting to the special competence and 
experience of their staffs,, and by giving advice to the CGIAR 
unit. 
Finelly, the location of the genetics unit at Loa Banoa 
would heve the vital advantage of being in the center of a 
large end active pond fish culture industry, so that exchenge 
of problema and aolutiona would be facilitated. 
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SATELLITE NETWORK INSTITUTIONS 
The two principal units will engage In fundamental 
atrateglc reaeerc‘h. This will require adaptation to reglonai 
conditzona. and the network should include national, 
unlveraity and other institutions to carry out the adagtlve 
z esedrc.5 . Some Lnatltutlons should also be avallatle to carry 
out research on specific problems ttlat may be encountered in 
the course of the overall program, and that could Se solved 
my groups with particular akllfs. In the beginning zt is 
likely that only. 3 small number of these ourreach research 
contracts will have been identified and set In motion, but as 
the program develops the need for them will Increase. 
Zntsqratrd asrlculture/fiah Bond research network 
---- --a-- ---------------- b-e- ------a- ---a--- 
Institutions with interest in nutrition and integrated 
agriculture/fish pond research and which could contribute 
early to this program include (1) the Freahwater Fisheries 
Research Center at Wuxi, China, whose princtpal activity is 
investigations on thia topic, (2) Central tuzon State 
University in the Phllippinea, and (31 the Central Institute 
for Freshwater Aquaculture et Dhauli, India. 
Alternatives might be Shanghai University, and the 
University of the Philippinea, Diliman. 
Genetica network --m-e--- ------- 
Institutions which right be able to contribute quickly 
to genetics research are (1) thoae eaaociated with the 
genetics network orgenized by IDRC, includine the National 
Inatitute for Fiaheriea Investigationa (NIFIJ in Bangkok, (2) 
the University of the Philippines, Diliaan. in Manila, (3) 
the laboratory of the Philippines Bureau of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture Research edjacent to Central Luzon State 
Univeraity. 
Alternatives might be Central Luzon State University or 
the National Research Institute for Aquaculture of Japan. 
- 
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DEVELOPED COUNTRY UNIVERSITXES 
A number of universities In Europe, sort?, America, 3apan 
and elsewhere have distinguished programs of research In one 
or more phases of aquaculture, and their formal essociatlon 
with a CGIAR research network would enhance its efective- 
ness. They could be called upon for consultants for special- 
:zed problems. to undertake partfcuiar smolder research, 
taska, to te’ke Bart in exchange program5 for fnvestigazors, 
t3 -* ' ain senior sclentista on their campcaes or in network 
locatzons. Among these ;nst:'-,u=: ona are Auburn University, 
Texas A&4! University, Oregon State University. and the Unlv- 
erslty of Hawail in the United States, 3alhousle University 
and Victoria University in Canada. Stirling University and 
Swansea Unlverslty In the United Kingdom, Hamburg University 
in Germany, the Agricultural University of Norway, Wageningen 
Unlverslty in the Netherlands, several specialized 
universities In Japan, the National Llniverslty of Singapore, 
the University of Shanghai in Chlna. The Aquaculture Research 
Organization of Israel could perform similar functions. 
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CCIAR CENTERS 
Several CGIAR center8 could provide significant help to 
an aquaculture research network, and formal lInka could be 
useful. Some centers could take part In the work on problem8 
aaaocieted with integrated farming, where crops and/or 
IlveatOck and fl8h are raised t.oqet.hey. A possible 
association with t-he fnt.ernational Rice Research InstIt.ut-e 
(IRRI> In connectIon wfth the research on genetics Is des- 
cribed: In addition, Cooperation Ia possible on experiments 
on the integrated culture of rice and fish. The Centro 
Internaeional de Agriculture TropIcal <CIAT> might play a 
similar role, with rice. other crop8 and beef being combined 
with fish culture. The International Institute for TropIcal 
Agriculture tIITA> and the West African Rice Development 
Association (WARDA) might be partners with the aquaculture 
network In the asme fashion. This could be especially 
helpful since these center8 are in Africa, where naJor effort 
ulil have to be exerted to devise waya to adapt to African 
condition6 Improved fish farming syatema. ffTf% 18 testing 
farming systems, some of them including fish, and this center 
might be the one with which to eatabliah the initial African 
lInkage. The fnternetional Livestock Center for Africa 
(SLRAD) could be helpful with questiona Involving livestock 
aspects of integrated farming. 
Some other CGIAR centers could ahere their experience and 
expert ataffa to advise acientiater in the aquaculture network 
on technical and procedural m8ttera. thus helping to evoid 
error8 and delays. The Internetion Board for Plant Genetic 
Reaourcea <IBPGR> could aaalst the network in Its genetics 
research. The InternatIon Food Policy Research Institute 
(IFPRS) could be of value in 8dViafng on the internetlonel 
food policy issues: ateff of thls Center have wide experience 
In macroeconomic policy problema, which will be eapecielly 
Inportent for Africe. The International Service for Nationel 
Agriculture Research <ISNAR) could aaaist the network and 
perticipeting countrfea In the teak of strengthening their 
aquaculture research infraatructure-- 8 problem mentioned 8s 
being critical by several national offlclalr. 
The Internatiohal Board for Soil Research 8nd 
Manegement (IBSRAM) tekee a network epproach to teating 8Ad 
V8lid8ting aoil management appllcstiona developed by 
research. Because of this end becsuae It ia lOC8ted in 
Bangkok, it may be of special assistance to the CGIAR 
AetWOrk, which may hsve an important psrt of its work 
centered in Thailand if auggeatlons m8de in this report are 
adopted. Other internstlonal centers thst may become 
important aa sources of infornstion or collaboration include 
A\IRDC, eepeCi8lly its unit in Theiland, MIMI in SFI Lsnka, 
and IFDC. 
- 
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REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Sationa' 'nstl-u--ohs VW-e---z ',-,-k-22-,- 
The proposed networX is being denlgned to ?eriorm a ic:nd 
end level of 6quaculture researc1h not presonzly nelng done in 
tSe developing world, *under ccnd~tions of independence iroz~ 
nntlunoi and :-egior,3l po-;clss sna pressures not now paso - 
:ble. AS conceived. :t vlll not replace or lntariere Gi*t,‘, any 
c~ng0lr.g aquacul:ure research: instead it In a 9 =he potenz:sl 05 
3 z r e n g z .‘I e a-, A A y an0 e:;tend;ng suc.i rese3rc:r ssgn:f:cantly. ;t 
WOG:,c. be sole to do :Sls 117 a mazeria; WOy Oy znaxing aVdi,- 
able to ap?ropriaZe research institutions money in the form 
of contracts for specLflc tasks. and by ofgerlng tile possib- 
llity of provid:ng equi;jmen: and other material things. It 
couid also provide rralning of senior sc:en:is:s In research 
methods and techniques, provide national researchers t.'re 
chance . to work rn networ!; laboratories througn data and 
scientist exchange Programs. and give them the benefit of 
the presence of network laboratory scientists in national 
laboratories. 
in less immediate but perhaps even more slgniflcant 
WBYS, the crea:ion of EI CGI AR-sponsored network would enhance 
the status of aquaculture research In Asia and elsewhere, 
drawing t.\e at:entlon of the scientists and administrative 
offrclals who control research and fiscal Policies. Thus t:.e 
i Ike; y result of CGIAR endorsement of aquaculture as a worzfiy 
area for high level research would be to Increase Its .supgor= 
and scientific ac~lvity far beyond the impact of results 
enanatlng from a CGIAR network. 
Southeast A.s:an Fishery Develobment Center --------- -^--- ------ ----------- -e--z- 
SEAFDEC us a consortium of countries whose activitres 
were originally funded by Japan, and whose support now comes 
from other donors as well. Kembers include the Phillpplnes, 
Thailand, Singapore, Vietnam. Malaysia and Zapan. There are 
three prlnclpal ectivlciea: a smell research group works in 
Singapore on the development of new fishery products: a 
fisherman's training unit is located in Bangkok; a large 
aquaculture research center operatea in floilo, Philippines, 
working on milkfiah and shrimp culture. The focus of the 
latter institution is entirely on estuarlne and marine 
culture. If the CCIAR should decide at a later date to 
include this branch of aquaculture in its operations 
collaboration with SEAFDEC would be appropriate and useful. 
Association of Southeast Aslan Nations ----------- -- --------- ----- ------- 
ASEAN ia a coneortium of aix countries: Indonesia, 
Singapore, Malaysia. Thailnnd, Philippines and Brunei. Its 
i 
instltuzlons inciude Cl iieVly Or?aZiZed ClSh,Zy 5tiVeLC~pFhG~Zt 
Center, under which agLacul:ure 1s Included. seadquarzers ~.-Jz 
z ?r 1 s have been es:abl:r>;ed In Sangkok: so L‘ar ftind:ng .; a 3 n c z 
3ee.n obtained tcr :npieae-nt the Center's 2rograme. 
ASZAS haa organized a research and Eralnlng program 
liesozrces Xanagement 2s tinder way. A sar2es of Coas;cl 
.F?esource Yanagenent Plans ;.s te:ng prepared, one for each 
rrember ccun=ry; these include a warane aquaczlttre 
feas:b:l:ty study: s;te seicc=:on. prlor::y ereas, 
cost/benefLt analyses, areas chat can be developed. 
Some of the ASEAS programs would be complenentary tc 
those proposed for the CGIAR aquaculture network, and ?lans 
for t.Le research of the iatt-er can take into account the 
ASEAX actlvltaes without difficulty. 
Xetvork gf &quaculture Centers in, &S&Q ------- --------- ------a 
NACA is a large and effective network of 11 Asian 
ndt10ns, supported by I)NDP and other donors and adminlatered 
by FAO. The members are China, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Stngapore 
and Bangladesh. Diecuasrons are well advenced among zhe 
members concerning plans to make the network independent of 
UNDP/FAO by providing the core support themselves. Meanwhile, 
'JNDP has agreed to fund certain special projects through ' 
1989, including fish nutrition. sea farming and fish disease. 
Other donors are also supporting the network. 
NACA has achteved an excellent position, and 1s getting 
stronger. Xt has earned the respect and confidence of the 
countries in the region; several countries outside the 
network have expressed a desire to become members. 
The research activities of NACA are of a basically 
different kind from those planned for the CGIAR network, wlrh 
ShCh's being most?. y applsed and adaptive and those of the 
CGiAR planned to be basac. strategic and long-term. The two 
research programs vould therefore be complementary and not 
competitive or overlapping. NACA Includes a well organized 
network of Lead Centers? vhich include some of the maJor 
natzonal aquaculture research Inst2tutlons: the National 
institute for Fishery InvestigaZions (NSFI) in Bangkok, 
Thailand; the Asian-Paczflc Regional Research and Tralnlng 
’ Ij CI -I 
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-T-k‘+2 NACA networx, cansietrng as :t does of na:lonsi 
~nstlrtit:ons with restricted and vary;nG Ub:t?CCiVVUs., would 
fit.= slave 258 freecorn nor the unity to perform :he research 
proposed hera. 2ut a CGIAR aquaculture notwork srrould x161: 58 
crryan;zed w;tTIc~u: lnclzd:ng plans for Inzegrat:ny Its wur,< 
v A '- :, zhat of SACA. suc:i i:1reqiat1on a01:Id lr.clude contract3 
k' :. 2 2 a>propria=e NACA :listltu=:ons to perform part;cular 
research tasks: In some cases cooperative pro,-ects couid be 
undertaken . The NACA Isboratorlea uotild serve aa information 
Conduits, lnformlnq the CGIAR network of the local needs In 
research, and inforrnlng national scientists and farmers of 
the resuits of CGIAR research. NACA centers can serve an 
62ssentLal adaptive function, tescfng fish farn;ng prac:lces 
ant? fish strains deveLo?ed by CGIAR grouts. An exchange 
program for 5CiGzRtZ sts could strengthen regional and natlonal 
research programs dna centers. 
The Coordinator of NACA, Chen Foe-Yan, was emphazlc 
about the aeairabliity of ciose llnkagea between hla Network 
and the proposed CGIAR network, saying that the national and 
regional instltutiona and scientists wouia get a subatantlal 
boost In effectiveness and morale if this were to come about. 
He expressed the hope that the CGIAR network could take over 
the administration of some of the NACA special subzect 
networks at an appropriate time. 
i i 
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ALTERNATIVES 
A number of posslbie structurai arrangements have been 
proposed: 
(1) .---A gu&&a nng g_ugr;e 2 new research center in _th_e e-e --a----- ---e-e -- 
traditionai CGIAR mode -m------e-- ---a- -e--z 
'?hls option has surfaced despite its early reyect+,on 5;~ * 
CGIAR. The reasona for reJection lnciuded the rsellef thtz 
~.?LY approach would be less !. lke:y to accomp&ish aa;or a:n~ 
0t iis;l cuiture research ana devrlopmect, inclucing ( i) Y?.e . 
perceived strong need to involve regional ana national 
aquacuiture lnatitutlona in research activltles from trae 
begznnzng so that they would as qulckiy as possrrble be able 
to continue work initiated by CGIAR Support, (2). The cost of 
creatzng a new center is likeiy to be higher than acceptable. 
(2, Do not create anv CCIAR center or rssearch_ gn_~rg $ut m--z -- w-m -a---- w-w ----- -,L,,, -- 
EuERort national *nstltutlons to Eerform the research --- -------- t,,,----,--- -- -----e --- --,,,,-,A 
This approach might bring the research program closer * 
to local problems and needs, and Af the national institutions 
were able to perform the kinda of research required to 
fulfill the obJect1vea of the proposed program, It might be 
the quickest way to strengthen such inatltutlona. But It has 
been pointed out In this report that there are apparently 
unsolvable political, fiscal and administratlve reasons why 
national institutlona have not in the paat performed basic 
and strategic research of the the kind required here and 
cannot be expected to do ao in the future. Local and national 
needs and obJectivea, usually ahort-term, have always taken 
priority over international, long-term objectives, and would 
continue to do ao despite CGIAR support. 
Independence is critical. The program must have a strong 
core research unit with credible leadership: it must puraue 
long-term, International objectives and be free of political 
preaaurea and constraints that would impose narrow and 
changeable objectives from a hoat government or inatitutlon. 
Thia approach would almoat certainly fail to achieve the 
essential coordination of research policy and programs. 
zL Create n central administrative and research center &n_ 7 ------ ------^ ---___-------- --- ---we--- ------ 
Manila -,,-,-I a Sln,Et_lGr; G?SE?2EEfi a_@ Lsa~n~.ns En_t!G k.n !&s 
83n,851 EhilAmiasi?. ,,,, ----- -------------- 9~ Integrated qqriculture/fxsh pond 
rstpnrch nnd &rs&nins center near &ns&okr Thailand, gnp pn --w--e 
aseoczated network of national research institutions ---------- ------- -- -_-_---- -------- ,,-----,-,,,L 
Reasons have been given earlier for the view that the 
reaeerch center should be locatea in Asia: these reasons are 
not that aquaculture problems would be easier to solve there 
than in Africa or Latin America but that Aala is where the 
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chance of success In the research endeavor wouid he best. 
Aquaculture 1s far advanced In Asia over the rest GC the 
aeveioplng worid as an industry and ;n rescarcn actlvlty and 
capablllty. 
It has also been suggested that ICLARM would be the best 
institution to serve as sclentlfrc and admrnistratlve center 
ior the proposed aquacuizure neLwork. The reasons for Z.11S 
view include 1. ICLARM's ten years of auccessfui rxperiecce 
In coordlnatlng fisheries and aquaculture research and 'train- 
ing networks of institutions and :ndlviduals worlawlce. 2. 
its organlzatlon as an Internatlonai, Independent, non- 
governmental researcri lnstltution. 3. Its solid reputation 
and legal standing as a privileged lnternatronal lnstrtution 
1.n the Phllipplnes. one of the leading aquaculture countries 
ln the world. 4. Its lnternatlonai staff of actrve scientists 
including blologlsts, geneticists and economlnts, and its 
strong support staff, good CommunLcatrons and cost-effective 
operations. 
it has been suggeated that the genetics research center 
oe iocatea adlacent to the University of the Phiiipprnes at 
Los Banos (UPLB). the Internatzonal Rice Research Center, 
(IRRI), and the Southeast Asian Center for Graauate Study and 
Research ln Agriculture <SEARCAl In the city of Los Sanos. It 
1s also suggested that the pond research center 'be located on 
the campus of the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT) near 
Bangkok. These choices are explained earlier, and are based 
on 1. The advantages to the CCIAR research and tralnlng 
program of close collaboration with institutions of hrgh 
competence and long experience in these specialized areas of 
sclentlflc endeavor. 2. The enthuslastlc endorsement of the 
plan by senior government and university officials ln the two 
countries, and therr generous offera of land, laboratory 
space and cooperation. 3. The excellent locatrons, with 
environmental conditions highly suitable for the respective 
kinds of research, and physically near capital cities with 
good roada, services, communications and security. 4.. The 
existence in both cases of large and productive fish-farmlng 
lnaustrlea (and of lend farmera. whose actrvltles and welfare 
are expected to be favorably influenced by this research) to 
aerve the essential purposes of guiding the design and oper- 
ation of the research program, and of providing an opportun- 
ity to teat research results and give rnduatrial feedback. 
5. The opportunity to provide trarning for research scient- 
lets at aenlor levels at 8cademAc institutions of high 
competence. 
Under other circumstances it would probably be better to 
suggest the establrshment of a single unit to do both kinds 
of reseerch since that might be less expensive, be easier to 
adminrster, and be more likely to create a critical mass of 
researchers. But the present proposal is made to take 
advantage of the unparalieled quality of the Institutions 
tnas effort. and the fortunate crrc*zmstance that each 232 
SpeciallZed ln one of :he tuo x:nds of reseat-c.? piannec. 
Eac.3 of t h e 'natltutions has enough land for expansitirr : cr 
accommocace a new CGZA3 unat 22-1 one research s?fclarty t,t 
not inougfr for to=h. 
An advantage of having fflese two maJor research un~rs 12 
tnai 1’: would Be easier zo encc* lr age me particlpar~on “Of 
natiOnal inSLiabutaGns - Gf Ehe ?k;,:pplnes ana Thallar.5 *rir.> 
t:ie researcn ana crainang netwclr,<, snc more efficient ice 
Integrate tnem fnto tae actlvlty. The locat2on of tne twc 
icei: research centers In Thailand and t.?e Palilpp:nes wou;c 
make It easier to transfer practical research resuits LO zhe 
farmrng anduutry of the two Leading freshwaLer aquacufture 
natacns, uhlch represent two diverse flab farmlng lnduutr-es. 
This wouia provide sood test grounds for tne two research 
approaches. 
It as proposed that national iabora:ories of C.'t~na and 
Incla be lnvoivea from tne beglnnlng in the research 
actlvlty, and that lnstltutlons of other countries become 
associated as soon as fearlbie. 
Of great practical importance, the existence of two 
aa]or research centers where the genetic e.toc?rs can be banked 
would provide lnaurance against total Loss of tbeae scientrf- 
lcaliy prlceleas resourcea aue to power faliures or otner 
accidents. 
It 1s believed that the coat of two research centera as 
proposed should not be more and coula easliy be less than the 
cost. of creating a single center for both kinds of research. 
This 1s because each of the suggested host institutions can 
help defray establishment costs by provldLng some facilities 
and equipment Ln its specialty. 
In respect to the concern that two units would impoae 
heavier burdens on the central administratlve unit. rt s.clouid 
be noted that lCLARM has had ten years of operating Ln this 
way, melntainlng a wide range of coopera=lve research actlv- 
ItIes lnvoivlng many dispersed in=.titutlons. 
This arrangement seems to promase the best assurance of 
high quality, long-term basic research ln the topics 
proposed. 
The princlpai advantage perceived for this alternative 
is that communlcatlon among the center's sclentlsts woulc 1se 
enhanced, and that a crztlcai masc. of Yclentists would be 
more likely. Other poeulnle advantage%, lnciudlng smal;ar 
establlahment and operating costs and more efficient 
aumlnlstrat&on. are proaably mlnlmal. as ourilned above. 
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The dlaadvuntages are, important. The most cogent of 
these would be the loss of highly valuable collaboration of 
the two inatitutlona proposed aa hosts: UPLB <with the help 
of lF!RI and SEARCA) in the Philippines and AIT in Thailand. 
The strong advantages cited in the section above in favor of 
the establishment of two altes would be lost. And the loss of 
one or both of the aquaculture industries aa easily 'I 
accessible sources of advice and testing would be harmful. 
The loos of insurance againat the deatructlon of critically 
Important genetic raterlal might be very harmful to the 
program. 
Of great importance is the fact that there is no clearly 
identifiable satisfactory location for a single site. Neither 
UPLB or AIT has enough land for the combined facilities 
required, especially the substantial area of ponda, and no 
other location in Asia or elsewhere appears to have anything 
approaching the combinations of desirable characteristics of 
the two institutions proposed as hoats. 
This action would be a forceful demonstration of the 
realization by TAC and CGIAR of the need for improvlng the 
production of fish farms in Africa, An advantage of this 
alternative would be that it might increase the chance of 
rapid transfer of genetically improved tilapia atocka to the 
African farmers. 
This is e reaaonable and clearly highly desirable 
proposal. But before it can be carried out some formidable 
obstacles must be addreared and at leaat partially overcome. 
The greatest of these is the absence of a base in Africa on 
which to build a firh genetics research program. The status 
of the aquaculture industry and aquaculture research in 
Africa fa aunaarized in an appendix to this report. This 
status includea 1. A amall and scattered fish farming 
industry. 2. Generally inadequate government and infra- 
structural support. 3. Small and usually unproductive 
aquaculture research activity. 4. Small numbera of trained 
personnel at all technical and production levels. 
Because of these constraints there is danger that 
instead of improving the rate and chance of African farmers 
benefiting more quickly from the results of the kinds of 
research proposed for CGIAR support, the rate of progress of 
fish genetics research would be slowed and the chance of 
ultimate auccesa pre)udiced if it were centered in Africa 
without careful preparation. Genetic improvement research 
designed to help fish farmers auat be interactive with a 
small-farmer aquaculture industry, and before a research 
center is established efforta must be made to identify any'of 
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William L. Chan - Program Operations Officer, FAO 
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ESTIHATED COSTS 
SUIWARY 
ESTABLISHMENT ANNUAL RUNNING 
COSTS COSTS 
US DOLLARS 
RESEARCH/J4ANAGEMENT 105,000 
CORE 
GENETICS RESEARCH 1,500,000 
UNIT 
INTEGRATED/AGRICULTURE 1,500,000 
POND RESEARCH UNIT ---------- 
TOTALS 3.105,ooo 2,770,OOO 
‘1 
770,000 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 
---------- 
_ . 
..: 
- RESEARCWRARAGERENT CORE 
1. Establishment costs 
A. Additional office apace 
1. Offices for 2 senior staff, 
2 program aaaietenta, 4 
research asaiatanta 
2. Offices for additional adminiatratfve 
and publications staff 
%. Equipment 
1. Office furniture 
2. Six microcomputers 
3. Publications equipment 
4. Vehicles 
Total esteblishnent costs 
11. Annual Running Costs -w-w-- ------ ----- 
A. Staff (salary and benefits) 
1. Program Director 
2. Senior Scientist 
3. Aaaociate Scientist 
4. Two program aaaistants 
5. Four Research Aaaiatents 
Sub-total 270,000 
%. Adriniatrative for Genetics Research 
Unit, Nutrition/Pond Dynamica Unit 8 
HQ peraonnel coats: cherged at 24% of 
personnel coata <i.e., 400,000 + 
350,000 + 270,000) 
Sub-total 245,000 
C. Publications 
Estiaated 3,000 published pages per 
year from the scientific ataffe Q 
SSO/publfshed page 
Total Annual Running Gouts 
us0 
50,000 
6,OOcI 
12,000 
12,000 
25,000 
--e-d--- 
105,000 
85,000 
85,000 
60,000 
15,000 
25,000 
-a----- 
245,000 
--------- 
150,000 
--B--e-- 
770.000 
, ’ 
: 
.., 
i’ \ 
T*.- . - k 
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GENETICS RESEARCH UNIT 
I. Establishment gents ------------- 
A. Land - Area required 3-4 ha. depending on terraln. Assume 
this can be obtained free or rented at nominal cost. 
B. Capital Costa: Conatructlon 
1. Land preparation and construction 
of 50 200 sq.m ponds 
2. Office/laboratory buildxng (500 sq.m> 
3. Covered area for fish tanks, vehiclao, 
working area (1000 sq.m) 
4. .Xanager'a residence (300 aq.m> 
5. 50 concrete tanks (10 x 1.5 x 1.5~1) 
6. Experimental hatchery (500 aq.m) 
7. Quarantine unit (200 aq.m) 
8. Equipment store/feed preparation 
building (200 sq.m) 
9. Deep well and water tower 
10. Drainage and pipea for ponda/tanka 
:1. Roads/parking area 
12. Fencing, lights, etc. 
13. Electrical system and power lines 
Sub-total 
C. Equipment 
1. Two vehicles (1 4WD) 
2. Two atandby generators and fuel tanks 
3, Aeration equipment (hatchery and tanks> 
4. Fish handling equipment, including live 
tanks for transportation 
5. Laboratory equipment (microscopes, aicro- 
computers, electrophoresia equipment, 
photographic/audiovisual equipment) 
6. Field equipment <water quality kits, nets. 
tanks, etc.) 
7. Office and workshop equipment/furniture 
Sub-total 
D. fnitial Supplies 
1. Shipment, fish genetic raterial 
(includes tranaportation of staff) 
2. Laboratory chemical, office supplies, 
spare part0 
Sub-total 
Total for Establishment Coats 
uss 
50,000 
2~0,000 
200,000 
75,000 
50,000 
25,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
35,000 
50,000 
-------- 
935,000 
25,000 
30,000 
10,000 
25,000 
200,000 
25,000 
25,000 
340,000 
85,000 
140,000 
-------- 
225,000 
1.500.000 
- 
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II. ANNUAL RUNNING 03%'~ -a---- ------- 
A. Staff (salaries, benefIta) 
1. Director/Senior Scientist 
2. Two Associate Sczentists 
3. Ten Research Assistants (including 
field personnel of other Philippine 
~3nstitutionsJ 
4. Two senior technicians 
5. Five techniclens 
6. Support staff 
Sub-totai 
B. Staff relocation/hiring 6 contingency 
Sub-total 
C. Maintenance of site and equipment 
Sub-total 
100,000 
160,000 
60,000 
20,000 
h5,ooo 
30,000 
------- 
365,000 
15,000 
lS,OOO 
100,000 
100,000 
D. Research program 
Includes costs of research at the Unit 
and prolect funds for network participants, 
travel, workshopa, training activities. 
Proposals to other donors will expand these 
activities 
1. Core research program (Unit-based activities> 200,000 
2. Special proJect funds to network participants 200,000 
3. Vialting acientlsta/consultants 100,000 
--em---- 
Sub-total 500,000 
Total for Annual Running Co&r 1,ooo.ooo 
. . 
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INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE/FISH POND RESEARCH UNIT 
I* ------------- --J--e ESTABLISHMENT CO=T= 
A. Land - Area requrred 1s 4 ha.: land has been offered by 
Aeian Institute of Technology on campus. 
B. Capital Coats for Construction 
1. Office/laboratory 
2. Pond and dike constructIon (36 0 200 sq.m, 
24 0 44 12 0 200 aq.m) sq,.m, 
3. Water suppiy and orafnage structure 
4. Reservoir CO.5 ha. Sm deep> 
5. Pumping system 
6. Service roads, bridges, fighting 
7. Fencing 
a. Hatchery (100 sq. m> 
9. Wet lab and storage 
10. Air supply system 
11. Indoor tanks (50 0 S sq.m) 
12. Outdoor tanks (20 0 SO 100 sq.m, 0 5 sq.m) 
33. Hatchery water supply (tower, pumps, pIpIng) 
Sub-total 
C. Equipment 
1. Two vehicles (One 4WD) 
2. Plant vehicles (grass cutter, sludge digger) 
3. Total organic carbon analyzer 
4. Autoena1yzer 
5. Aaino acid analyzer 
6. Liquid ac1ntlllation counter 
7. General lab equipment 
8. Microcomputera 
9. Standby generator 
10. Furniture 
Sub-total 
D. Initial Supplies 
1. Lab chemicals, office supplies, spare parts 
Sub-total 
Total for Establishment Costs 
uss 
~00,000 
50,000 
50,000 
20,000 
10,000 
20,000 
10,000 
20,000 
20,000 
10,000 
10,000 
30,000 
so, 000 
------- 
800,000 
25,000 
25,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
150,000 
so, 000 
20,000 
80,OUO 
----e-e 
550,000 
150.000 
----v-e- 
150,000 
1,soo.ooo 
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A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
C. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Staff (salaries and benefits) uss 
Director/Senior Scientist 
Two Associate Scientists 
AIT Faculty time 
Four Research Associates 
Three Research Assistants 
Support staff 
Staff relocation/contingencies 
100,000 
160,000 
20,000 
40,000 
10,000 
30,000 
4Q,ooo 
--------- 
Sub-total 400,000 
Utilities and Maintenance 100,000 
----w---- 
Sub-total 100,000 
Research Program 
Core research program <Unit-baaed activities) 
Special proJect funds to network participants) 
VisitAng scientiata and consultants 
Sub-total 
Total for Annual Running Cortr 
200,000 
200,000 
100,000 
--------- 
500) 000 
1,000,000 
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYM 
AD0 
ADCP 
AIT 
ASEAN 
BFAR 
CGIAR 
CIAT 
CIFA 
CLSU 
FAO 
FFRC 
CT2 
IBPGR 
IBSRAN 
ICLARX 
IDRC 
IFPRI 
IFS 
IITA 
ILRAD 
IPFC 
IRRI 
ISNAR 
JICA 
NACA 
NIFI 
ODA 
PCARRD 
SEAFDEC 
SEARCA 
SIDA 
TAC 
UNDP 
UPD 
UPLB 
UPV 
USAID 
Warda 
Asian Developaent Bank 
Aquaculture Development and Coordination Prograa, 
UNDP/FAO 
Aaian Inatitute of Technology, Thailand 
Aaaociation of Southeaat Aaien Nation6 
Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Reaourcea, 
Philippines '! 
Consultative Group on International Aquacultural 
Research 
Centro International de Agricola Tropical 
Central Inatitute for Fceahwater Aquaculture, 
India 
Central Luzon State University, Philippinea 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nationa 
Freahwater Fiaherier Reread Center, Pearl River, 
China 
Geraan Agency for Technical Cooperation 
International Board for Plant Geneticr Reaourcea 
Internetioal Board for Soil Reaearch and Manage- 
aent 
International Center for Living Aquatic Reaourcea 
Xanageaent 
International Developrent Reaearch Center, Canada 
International Food Policy Reaeach Inrtitute 
International Foundation for Science 
International Inatitute for Tropical Agriculture 
International Livertock Center for Africa 
Indo-Pacific Fiaheriee Coaairaion. 
International Rice Reaearch Inatitute 
International Service for National Agricultural 
Rerearch 
Japan International Cooperation Agency 
Network of Aquaculture Centera in Ania 
National Inland Fiaberier Inrtitute, Thailand 
Overrear Developaent Adainiatration, UK 
Philippine Council for Agriculture and Rtaourcer 
Research and D*veloprrnt 
Southeast Aaian Fiaheriar Davelopment Center 
Southeart Asian Regional Center for Graduate Study 
and Rarearch in Agriculture, Los Banor 
Swedish International Development Agency 
Technical Adviaory Cormittre of the Consultative 
Group on International Agricultural Rerearch 
United Nationa Development Prograame 
University of the Philippinea, Dii'iran 
Univeraity of the Philippine- at Lor Banor 
Univerlty of the Philippinea in the Virayaa 
United Statea Agency for International Developrent 
Weat African Rice Developaent Aaaociation 
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FIVE YERR PROQRFIM 
FIRST YEFIR 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Organize the Central Research and Management Unit 
--including appointing the Board of Directors and 
the Program Advisory Committee; building or 
expanding unit facilities 
Organize the Principal Research Units ‘I 
Appoint the Directors of the Principal Research Units 
Develop a five-year research program 
Hire staffs of the Principal Research Units 
Start construction of Principal Research Units 
Start research under contract with national institu- 
tions 
Establish African unit 
SECOND YEF)R 
1. Continue or finish construction of Principal Research 
Units 
2. Continue research under contract 
3. Est abl i sh contract research overview mechrni sm 
4. Establish links with CGfRR centers 
5. Establish links with developed country universities 
6. Establish links with enisting aquaculture networks 
7. Develop mechanism for involving Latin Clmerican 
i not it ut i ons and farmers 
THIRD YEC)R 
1. Finish construction of Principal Research Units 
2. Start research at Principal Research Units 
3. Continue contract research 
4. Establish a training program 
FOURTH YEC)R 
1. Begin distribution of improved genetic stock 
2. Expand contract research to !nclude adaptive testing 
of results obtained by the Principal Research Units 
FIFTH YEC)R 
1. Continue distribution of improved genetic stock 
2. Continue contract research, including testing of 
results obtained by Principal Research Units 
3. Establish a Latin American Unit 
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STClTlJS OF RPUCICULTURE IN CIFRICF) 
Fit the request of TRC I attended the "Consultation on 
Fisheries in Flfrica" in FlbidJan, Cc&e d'Ivoire on 13-15 
October, 1987. The purpose was to get information on the 
status of Qfrican aquaculture, and on research being carried 
on in this sector. The following is derived from documents 
and discussions at the meeting and from conversations with 
part i ci pant 5. Dr Howard Powles of IDRC was especially 
helpful, as were Herbert Pllsopp of Vancouver and others. 
Production of fish in Africa is overwhelmingly by 
capture fisheries; less than 1% is by aquaculture. Tot'h 1 
production fell from 7.5 million metric tons in 1977 to 5.9 
mmt in 1985. Of the latter total 46% was produced by foreign 
vessels, 31% by FIfrican national coastal fleets and 23% from 
inland fishing. Small-scale or artisanal fishing accounts for 
nearly all the inland and about 80% of the marine fish 
product ion. 
The decline in catch is due to overfishing, changes in 
the aquatic environment, reductions in lake and river levels, 
and reduction of flood plains. Fishery resources are under 
severe pressure, with most stocks at the upper level of 
exploitation or beyond: marine demersal stocks are fully or 
overexploited and most marine pelagic stocks in the same 
condition, as are many of the inland fish populations in the 
big lakes. Efforts to increase overall production of fish in 
Africa thus face a severe resource constraint. 
aquaculture is a minor component of the food-producing 
sector in Flfrica, with an annual production of about 10,000 
t orbs. It is mostly a small-scale, rural, subsistence activity 
with few commercial operations. Fish raised are largely 
tilapia. Fish farming was introduced to the continent in the 
1940s and 1950s, but it failed to take hold. This failure 
makes new attempts to introduce aquaculture more difficult, 
and accounts in part for the disappointing record of trials 
in recent years. 
Rfrica is a net importer of fish, the excess of imports 
being about 508,000 tons a year; it is certain that demand 
for fish will increase in the future. Over half the fish is 
sold fresh and most of the remainder dried or smoked. about 
25% of fish caught is estimated to be wasted through discards 
at sea of edible but hard-to-market species, spoilage on 
boats and during transport and market ing, and by pest 
infestation. 
Interest in aquaculture has been weak in Africa, partly 
because of the absence of a tradition of fish farming, and 
partly a consequence of the nearly total absence of 
institutional strength to back this activity. Governments, 
which are very short of money, have given fisheries and 
aquaculture low priority in their development plans. The 
universities, with few exceptions, have small experience and 
competence in aquaculture research and development. There are 
few fish hatcheries, few and weak fishery extension services, 
shortages of fish fry and other essential inputs. Credit to 
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fishermen and fish farmers is scarce and expensive. 
Fishery research institutions in most of Africa are weak 
and poorly supported since research is seen as an impractical 
luxury by many government administrators. Most of the 
aquaculture research that has therefore been done by 
expatriates, usually with the support of international or 
bilateral pro.jects. flfrica is far behind kia in assembling 
the essential basic data on the relationships between inputs 
and culture pi-act ices and subsequent product ion. The results 
from aquaculture research and development over the last three 
decades have been disappointing. 
Yet the potential for growth in this sector is great. 
There are abundant physical resources in many parts of'bfrica 
for the development of aquaculture, and despite the poor 
overall situation, there is a nucleus of infrastructure for 
aquaculture development in some countries, and some research 
and development is under way. The countries where the 
research facilities and overall promise are strongest are the 
Cote d'Ivoire, Malawi, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria and Zimbabwe, 
with activity also in Zambia, Central African Republic and 
Ghana. 
C&R d*Ivoire probably has the greatest institutional 
strength in aquaculture of any country in Rfrica, and the 
strongest infrastructure. The government is open to advice, 
and bureaucratic problems are not excessive. Both fresh water 
and marine culture are carried out, and the ecological range 
available for fish farming is good. Collaboration among 
institutions is relatively strong. 
Institutions of note in the Cote d'lvoire includes 
1. Institut pour le developpement de la Savonne- 
Pisciculture, at Bouake. This has reasonably good physical 
facilities, including 60 ponds; it has limited water; it has 
a small staff (which may increase soon); it works with 
tilapias (nilogjpyg and hybrids) and with catfish (Clar~gg) -w-e 
2. ProJect pour le Developpement de le Pisciculture, of 
the Ministre des Eaux et Forets, at Bouake. It has a farm 
where an applied rrs(?rarch program is carried out, and a fish 
culture exchange program This group work5 with ~&~gg&- 
rflotlsua and UeSm in pond and inland water culture. 
3. Centre de Recherches Oceanographique in FlbidJan. This 
institution has good infrastructure. It supports lagoon pen 
culture experiments on the catfish Chrysighthyg and on _ -w- we e-w 
Lll,aelc!* It has a demonstration center, and computers and 
other equipment. 
4. Communite Economique de l'fifrique de l*Oest, an 
economic cooperation institution of six Francophone count- 
ries, plans to build a fish culture training and research 
center in the Cote d*Ivoire, perhaps at Tiebousso. Plans are 
drawn up but no funding for construction has yet been 
obtained. 
Malawi has serious interest in aquaculture and in --B--B 
research in this activity. The government is reported to 
favor industrial aquaculture over small scale fish farming. . . 
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The species involved are local tilapias. Institutions of note 
include: 
1. Fisheries Department, Lilougwe. This has a small but 
fairly strong and active aquaculture research and extension 
program xn lowland areas. $3 development program is starting 
which will include expansion of an existing training 
facility. ICLQRM's Southern Africa ProJect is based here. 
2. Chancellor College, Zomba. Its MSc. program has 
produced aquaculture graduates. 
3. Bunda Rqricultural College near Liloqwe has a small 
aquaculture program. 
Cameroon is a bilingual (French and English) country -------- 
with reasonably good infrastructure. It is open to regional 
initiatives. The following institutions should be noted: 
1. MINEPIFI, the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and 
pnimal Industry, Fisheries Department, has a small research 
and training station at Foumban. This has good facilities but 
very little staff; it has an active extension program. The 
work is on pond culture of Tilagia niloticus and Clarias. --a- -- ---m-e--- ------- 
2. Institut de Recherches Geotechniques has a fish 
culture research station at Foumban. Facilities are scarce, 
but there are several young staff members trained at puburn 
University in the United States. 
3. The Dschanq University Center does farming systems 
research, and wants to strengthen its fish culture research. 
&qeria has more aquaculture activity than most other --me 
Flfrican countries; much of it is by the private sector on a 
commercial scale rather than at the small farmer level. 
lbadan is the site of the international Institute of Tropical 
Rquaculture. The FROAJNDP pquaculture Development and 
Coordination Programme (pDCP> established a Regional 
aquaculture Centre for FIfrica at Port Harcourt, with 
impressive physical facilities. This institution has suffered 
difficult administrative and funding problems and has 
produced disappointingly little research. But it has trained 
a considerable number of regional people at several levels. 
Nigerian universities tend to be academic in their research 
approach. 
Zimbabwe has good infrastructure and some aquaculture 
activity, including some in the private sector, with hybrid 
tilapias. Institutional arrangements are weak, and the 
government is short of money. Ecological conditions in 
Zimbabwe are not ideal for extensive aquaculture development. 
Ghana has a good Institute of Aquatic Biology, and the --v-e 
country has expressed interest in aquaculture development. 
&nya has made only limited progress in aquaculture, and 
its infrastructure is fragmented. Some good scientists work 
here but there is virtually no aquaculture research actlvlty. 
Some good fish hatcheries exist in this country. The 
University of Nairobi is a strong institution overall. 
. . 
?’ 
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SUSSESTED FICTION IN RFRICR 
To summarize, administrative and scientific support for 
aquaculture in F)frica is weak and ineffective in general. 
Governments have small resources and have not been persuaded 
to commit many of them to aquaculture, which is a small 
segment of the food-producing system of the continent whose 
potent ial has not been understood fully. Fish farmers are 
few, as are land farmers who have fish ponds on their farms. 
Farmers are poorly motivated, ‘partly for lack of information 
as to the potential of raising fish, and of the methods for 
doing so. 
The very small aquaculture research community in Mrica 
is weak and generally ineffective. Its work has been accorded 
low priority by governments, with consequent inadequate 
supplies of manpower, equipment and motivation, fAn overall 
sense of direction and focus is missing, and the scientists 
lack means of communication through symposia or publications. 
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External aid has not been very effective; proJects have 
not taken fully into account the particular problems of 
African fish farmers nor the inadequacies of many government 
administrations and their ability to take advantage of 
ex t erna 1 research and devel opmerrt ass1 st ante. In most cases 
the external aid has been of too short duration, and agencies 
have not been patient enough in expecting results. 
Yet the need for protein food in FIfrlca IS great and the 
potential for significant increases in food production from 
aquaculture is substantial. It is regarded as urgently 
necessary to begin as soon as possible to overcome the 
institutional and social constraints and to begin to bu+ld a 
capacity for African governments and institutions to become 
proficient and self-sustaining in methods of food production 
by fish farming. 
This task, which must strengthen all branches of the 
industry, will take many years, and will require the coll- 
aboration of a variety of national and external aid instit- 
utions. The many kinds of assistance required include support 
for: (1) government f ishery/aquaculture administrative 
agencies In developing policies and procedures, (2) national 
and regional research and development institutions and 
networks in building operational rationales and procedures, 
(3) training at all levels, (4) extension/demonstration 
programs, (Si) social and economic research to discover bow 
local needs and social patterns should be taken into account 
in developing systems of aquaculture and research and 
development support for this activity. 
It would be desirable that at least some of the above 
information be available before TRC establishes a strategic 
research program in Flfrica. Yet, it may be decided that the 
need for protein food, and other pressures, are strong enough 
that some action needs to be taken before the full measure of 
useful information can be obtained. 
There are at least three options available: 
1. To establish a CGXFIR aquaculture documentation/ 
information center in Africa whose function would be to 
coordinate training programs in Rfrica and overseas and to 
collect, and help coordinate the collection by other 
agencies, of the background information necessary to start a 
strategic aquaculture research program. The training 
component of this activity would probably prove to be its 
most important task, since the shortage of trained personnel 
holds back every aspect of aquaculture development in the 
region. Training could be arranged at the excellent instit- 
utions run by NRCR in Asia, and at universities and other 
schools in Europe and North Flmerica, and help could be given 
to the creation of training programs in Flfrica. 
The activities of such a center would allow time for a 
decision as to the best location for the center, would help 
supply the urgent need for trained workers at various levels, 
and would give more confidence as to the nature of 
investlqations to be performed. It could thereby provide 
donors and governments with help in building the foundation 
on which to develop research and develooment programs, and 
thc\s. increase their chance of swzcess. 
2:. To establish a laboratory to oerform strategic 
research on the genetics of Rfrican fishes, particularly 
ti lapis. This would have the advantage of involving kfr-zcarr 
government and scientific institutions quickly in hxgh level 
research. It would take advantage of the availability of 
tilapia from the regions where these specres are native. On 
the negatxve side, this actlun might be premature In-terms of 
the readiness of Rfr 1 can research and government instit utzons 
to back uc) this center and its work, and to use its resplts. 
3. To establish a laboratory to perform strategic 
research on Integrated agriculture/fish pond research. This 
would help lay a sound foundation for rational development of 
fish farming in Africa, by assisting the farmer to increase 
the efficiency, profitability and amount of his farm pond 
production. 
On a technical basis, the first of these options is 
recommended. 
The location of any of these centers requires more 
study. The status of the aquaculture industries and of 
research and development in this field in several Rfrican 
countries is discussed briefly above. It would appear that 
the best locations for a CGSRR aquaculture center would be in 
Cote d'fvoire, Malawi or Cameroon. 
